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THE LATTICE OF EQUATIONAL THEORIES 
PART III: DEFINABILITY AND AUTOMORPHISMS 
JAROSLAV JEZEK, Praha 
(Received December 30, 1980) 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The present Part III is a continuation of the papers [1] and [2]. Its aim is to prove 
the following four theorems. 
Theorem 1. For any type A, the set of one-based equational theories of type A 
is definable in the lattice 5£^. 
Theorem 2. For any type A, the set of finitely based equational theories of type A 
is definable in ^^. 
Theorem 3. (i) / / A is either the type {F} or the type {F, o\ for some unary 
symbol F and some nullary symbol o, then the automorphism group of ^^ is 
isomorphic to the group of permutations of an infinite countable set. 
(ii) If A is any other type then the lattice 5£^ has no automorphisms besides the 
obvious ''syntactically defined'' ones. 
Theorem 4. For any type A, any finitely based equational theory of type A is 
definable up to automorphisms in ^^. 
These four theorems solve a problem formulated by A. Tarski in [9] and Problems 
1 and 3 and Conjecture I formulated by R. McKenzie in [8]. 
For a more detailed formulation of these results see Section 13. 
The terminology and notation remain the same as in [1] and [2]. If [a^, b^), ... 
..., (öf„, b j is a finite sequence of equations then Cn((fli, b^), ..., (a„, b„)) denotes 
the equational theory generated by (a^, b/), ..., (a^, b,̂ ). An equational theory T 
is said to be one-based if Г = Cn{a, b) for some equation (a, b): it is said to be 
finitely based if Г = Cn([a^, b^), ..., (a„, b„)) for some finite sequence (a^, bj), ... 
..., (a„, b„) of equations. 
In order to be able to precise what we mean by the obvious "syntactically defined" 
automorphisms of if^, we introduce the following notation. 
Let A be an arbitrary type. We denote by H^ the group Sj^ x Ŝ ^̂  where S^^ 
is the group of all permutations of AQ and S^J^ is the group of permutations / of A^^^ 
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with the following two properties: if/(jp, 0 == (Gj) then Пр = п^; i f / (F , /) = {G,j) 
and / ( F , k) = (H, 1) then G = H. Notice that if A is not a large unary type then H^ 
coincides with the group Gj defined in Section 7 of [2]. 
For every pair {c,f)e.H^ define a permutation P^j of W^ as follows: if te F, 
put .Pc,/(0 = i'-> if ^ <̂  ^0^ put F,.,j(t) = c(r); if t = F(ri, ..., t„) where F G ^„, n ^ 1 
and y(F, 1) = (G, i(l)), . . . , / ( F , n) =^ (G, /(n)), put P,j{t) = GiP,j{t,^.,,,), . . . 
For every pair {CJ')GH^ and every TG^^ put ß , ,X^) = {(^c , / (4 ^ c » ) ; 
(w, v) E T]. It is easy to see that Q^f(T) is an equational theory; for any (t%/) e Я^, 
g^ J is an automorphism of ^^. It is easy to verify that the mapping (c , / ) h-̂  2c,/ 
is a homomorphism of the group Hj into the automorphism group of if^; this homo­
morphism is injective if A is not the type consisting of two nullary symbols. The 
automorphisms Q^j with {c,f)eH^ are just the obvious "syntactically defined" 
automorphisms of «^j. 
1. DEFINABILITY OF CA AND EA 
Let A be an arbitrary type. We define three equational theories Cj, F j , B^ of type A 
as follows: 
(w, V)E C J iff either и = z; or t/, i? are not variables; 
(u,v)€ E^ iff var(w) — var(i?); 
(tf, y) e B^ iff either w = i; or there are nullary symbols H,K e A such that H ^ и 
and K g V. 
Evidently, Cj and F^ are coatoms of ^^^ i-̂ - maximal elements of if j different 
from W^ X If J. 
Similarly as in [2], we introduce abbrevations for some special formulas and explain 
their meaning in the lattice J^^. 
Definition, (i) ^^{X, Y) = X < Y&-l 3Z{X < Z&Z < У). 
(ii) ф2(Х) ^ ЗУ(со,{У)&ф,{Х,Г)), 
(iii) ф^Х) ЕЕ MA, В ЗС, D, Е{А. UB->{C = Ä\/X&D=^CABSCE=-
\=^XAB&D = ÄV F)). 
1.1. Lemma, (i) iAi(A^ Y) in ^^ iff Y covers X in if^. 
(ii) ф2{Х) in 5£A ШX i^ ^^ coatom of 5£^. 
(iii) фз{Х) in i f J iffX is a modular element of ^ A -
Definition, (i) ф^ - VX, У{{ф2{Х)&ф2{У)) -^ Z = У). (ii) Ф, = 3x, У,г(ф2{х)&ф2{у)&ф2(г)&х Ф r&z Ф Z& УФ Z). 
1.2. Lemma, (i) 1/̂4 in if^ /ĵ ẑl contains only miliary symbols. 
(ii) i/̂ 5 /« i f J /JÖ^J /S /or̂ fé?. 
Proof. It follows e.g. from [4]. 
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Definition, (i) .,V,(.Y) = УУ{Х й У ^ VZ((VS, T3[/((S < Г& Г < Z) -> 
(ii) ф,{Х) s ЗУ(,>,(У)& (c«,(y) -^ щ{Х))&.{-\шр) - . X = у)). 
1.3. Lemma. Let A be a small type containing a (single) unary symbol F. Then: 
(i) / / A =~- {F} then ф,{Х) in ^^ijfX=W,x W,. 
(ii) If A ^ [F] then ф^{Х) in Se^ iff X - B^. 
(iii) ^P,{X) in S£, iff X = B,. 
Proof. Denote by M the set of equational theories Z e 5£^ with the following 
property: if TeS£^ and l̂ ^̂  ф T c : Z then T i s covered in i f j by some V <^.Z. 
Evidently, ^^{Х) in ^^^ iff X is the join of M in ^^. If either A =-- {F} ox A = {F, H) 
for some nullary symbol Я, then we have a nice description of the lattice S£'^ (see 
Theorems 3 and 4 of [3]); from this description it follows that the join of M in i f j 
equals W^ x W^^ in the case A =-- {F] and B^ in the case A =^ {F, Я}. It remains to 
consider the case when A contains at least two different nullary symbols and to prove 
that the join of M equals B^ in this case. 
Suppose that there exists a Z G M with Z ф Б^. Put T =^ Z r\ B^, so that V^^ ф 
Ф T с Z. Evidently, there is no cover 17 of Tin ^^ such that L̂  ^ Z. We get a con­
tradiction with Z e M. This proves J Ç^ B^. 
For every triple Я, X, n such that H,Ke AQ, Я ф iC and n ^ 0 denote by Ан,к.п 
the equational theory generated by (Я, F"K). It is evident that Лн,к,п belongs to M. 
Since A contains at least two nullary symbols, ß j is generated by these theories 
Ля,х,,, and so B^ ç: J. 
Definition, (i) ф^(Х) - ф.^Х) Sc ЗУ, Z,, Z, , Z^(ф,{Y) &Уй Z,& \IJ,{Z,,X) SC 
& 7 g. Z2 & JAI(Z2, X) & y ^ Z3 & iK(Z3, Z) & Zi Ф Z2 & Zi Ф Z3 & Z2 Ф Z3). 
(ii) îA9(^)^iA.(X)&niA8(^). 
1.4. Lemma. Let A be a small type containing a {single?) unary symbol F. Then: 
(i) ф^{Х) in ^jiffX=^ E,. 
(ii) ф,[Х) in ^,iffX = С,. 
Proof. Evidently, if A is a small type containing a single unary symbol, then E^ 
and Cj are the only tv/o coatoms of ^^ and F j ф Cj. There are infinitely many 
equational theories Z such that B^ ^ Z and Z is covered by F^; for example, for any 
prime number p the equational theory Z generated by B^ u {(x, F^x)} (where x e V) 
has the desired properties. On the other hand, there are exactly two equational 
theories Z such that B^ ^ Z and Z is covered by C^, namely the following ones: 
(U X LO U V ^ where U = {F"x; n ^ 2, x e F) u {F^V; m ^ 0, с G JO} • 
Definition, (i) ф,о{Х) ^ ф2{Х) & фэ{Х) & ЗЛ, ß УУ(1//з(У) -> (У ^ Z VEL У -
= Л V E L y - JB)). 
(il) ф,,(Х) ^ ф2{Х)&ф,{Х)& Пфго{ХУ 
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1.5, Lemma. Let A be a large type. Then: 
(i) lAioW In ^,iffX = C,. 
(ii) ф,,{Х) in ^ , iffX=^E,. 
Proof. As we know, C^ and E^ are coatom.s of ^^. It follows from Theorem 5.1 
of [ l ] that C^, E^ are modular elements of i< ĵ and if У is a modular element of i f j 
such that Y ф C^ then either У = W^ x W^ or У = E^. On the other hand, it is 
evident that there are infinitely many modular elements of i^j that are not contained 
in £.,. 
Definition, (i) xlj,^{X) ^ ф2{Х)&({-1ф^& -Uh) -> ф9{Х))&{ф, -> ф,о{^)). 
(ii) |/у,з(^) ^ ф2{Х)&({-1ф^& ~]ф^) - ф,{Х))8с{ф, - . ф,,{Х)). 
{ш)ф,,{Х)^ЗУ{ф,,{У)&Хй Y). 
1.6. Lemma. Let Л be any type. Then: 
(i) ф,,{Х) in Я^, iffX = C,. 
(ii) ф_,,{Х) in^, iffX==E,. 
{т)ф,,{Х) in i f , iffX^E,. 
2. DEFINABILITY OF THE SET OF EDZ-THEORIES 
An equational theory Tis said to be an EDZ-theory if at most one block of Tis 
of cardinality ^ 2 . The set of EDZ-theories of type Л will be denoted by ^ , . 
Recall that #", denotes the lattice of full subsets of W^. For every U e #", put 
Z((7) - (U X U) u \^^. Evidently, T is an EDZ-theory of type A \ïïT= Z(U) for 
some и e .¥^. 
For every subset U of W^ put Z(L/) = Z((7*); for every term t put Z(t) = Z({^}). 
2.1. Proposition. iF^ /5 a complete lattice with respect to inclusion. If A contains 
not only miliary symbols then L/1—> Z(l/) /5 an isomorphism of ^^^ onto Œ^ {and 
consequently ^^ is distributive). If either A contains no nullary symbols or A is 
strictly large then ^^ is a complete sublattice of S£^. 
1.1, Lemma. Let A contain only nullary symbols and let Те 5£^. Then T is an 
EDZ-theory iff T is a modular element of ^^. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1 of [1]. 
Definition. ф^^{Х) - 'iY{Y ^ X<-> VZ, и{{ф^{1])& ф^{2)&X й 
S Z&-1Z й U)--> Yu Z)). 
2.3. Lemma. Let A be a small type containing a (single) unary symbol F. Then 
i//i4(X) in i f J iffX is an EDZ-theory. 
Proof. For every X e i f j denote by M^ the set of modular elements Ze5£^ 
such that Z Ç Z and Z ф T^. Evidently, ф^^^) in ^^ ШХ is the intersection of M;^. 
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It follows from Theorem 4.2 of [1] that if Z is a modular element of i f ^ and Z ф £ j 
then Z is an EDZ-theory. Since the intersection of any system of EDZ-theories is 
an EDZ-theory, it follows that if X is the intersection of h4x then X is an EDZ-
theory. Conversely, let X be an EDZ-theory, X = Z ( L 0 . For every n ^ 0 put 
L/„ = I/ u {F^y; i '^ n, у e V и AQ, SO that Z{U,,)eM\. Evidently, X is the inter­
section of the equational theories Z(C/„) (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) and hence X is the inter­
section of Mx-
For every symbol F e A of arity n ^ 1 and every term t define terms F^[t), F^(r), 
F^(/), ... as follows: F^(0 = t; F^+'(r) = F{F\t),.,., F\t)y 
2.4. Lemma. Let F e A be a symbol of arity n ^ 1; let к ^ 1, x e V and let u, v 
be two terms such that и ф v, F^x) ^ и, F\x) $, v. Then (t/, v) is not a consequence 
of (x, F\x)). 
Proof. Denote by A the set of all the terms t such that F^(x) ^ t. For every symbol 
G e A of an arbitrary arity m define an m-ary operation /Q on A as follows: if G --̂  F 
and t^ = ... = t„, =•-- F^"^(r) for some term t, put / G ( ^ , •.., О =" ^'^ ^^ ^1^ other 
cases put /G(^I , ..., ,̂„) = G{t^, ..., r,„). It is easy to see that the algebra with the 
underlying set A and with the operations /^ satisfies (x, F^x) but does not satisfy 
(w, v). 
Definition. ф^^{^) = фз{Х) Sc ЗА, ß, С{ф1^{В) & Фго{С) & X ^. ß & ф^{А) & 
& /I < X & УУ((1//з(У) & У < X) -> У ̂  А) & VL ЗМ(М = X л L& 
& ( ~ i L ^ С - ^ Х - Л V М))). 
2.5. Lemma. Let А be а large type. Then ф^^(Х) in ^^ iff there exists a term t 
such that X = Ej r\ Z{t). 
Proof. Assume first that X =̂  E^ n Z(l) for some term t. By Theorem 5.1 of [1], 
X is a modular element of ^^; evidently, X ^ F^. Define an equational theory A 
as follows: {U,V)E A. Ш var (u) =- var (v) and either и = v or u, v > t or и ^ v ^ t. 
By Theorem 5.1 of [1], A. is a modular element of ^^\ evidently A a X. It follows 
from Theorem 5.1 of [1] that if yis a modular element of ^ ^ and Y a X then У Ç A. 
In order to prove ф^^{Х), it remains to show that if Lis an equational theory and 
L^ C^ then X - Л V (X n L). Evidently, /1 v (X n L) c: X. Let (w, i') e X. It 
remains to prove {u,v)e A v (X n L). This is evident if {U,V)E A. Let {u,v)^ A. 
We have either w ^ Г, i; > ^ or w > Г, i; '^ t; it is enough to consider the case и -- t, 
V > t. There is an automorphism p of W^ such that p(t) = u. Since L^ C^, there 
exists an equation (x, a) G L such that x e F, « ^ F and var (a) = (x] . We have 
{t, ö-J'(a)) E X n L, {p(t), p ö-J'(a)) e X n L, (u, p <7^{a)) e X n L; moreover, 
(p ö-J'(a), v) E A and so (w, t;) e Л v (X n L). 
Now assume that î/^isfX) is satisfied. There exists a modular element A of c^^ 
with the properties described in ф^^. 
Let us prove first that if (a, b) E X and a ф Ux (for the definition of Ux see Section 5 
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of [1]), then (a, b) e A. Suppose, on the contrary, that (a, b) ф A. Take an arbitrary 
symbol F e A of arity n ^ 1 and a variable x. Evidently, there exists an integer к ^ i 
such that F^(x) $ a. Denote by L the equational theory generated by (x, F\x)); 
we have L ^ C^ and so X = A v (X n L). Since (a, b) e X, there exists an Л u 
Kj (X n Z^)-proof CIQ, ..., a„j from a to b. For every / e {0, ..., m} we have (a, a )̂ e A' 
and so a I -^ a. Hence if /* e (1, ..., m} then it follows from 2.4 that either а^_1 = â  
or (̂ /, _ 1, a,) ^ L; consequently, («;_ i, (2.) e Л. We get (a, b) = (^o, <̂ш) ^ A, a. contra­
diction. 
Suppose that there exists an equation (c, d)E X such that с ф J and с ф Ux-
Define an equational theory 7 as follows: (м, v)e 7 iff (w, г;)еХ and either и = v 
or и -$ с, ü S с. It follows from Theorem 5.1 of [1] that 7 is a modular element 
of Ĵ ^̂ . Moreover, we have Y a X; since ^AisC^) is satisfied, we get Y ^ A. Since 
A c: X, there exists an equation (a, Ь)ЕХ \A; as we have proved above, a eUx 
and Ь 6 (7Y. Hence a ^ с and Ь ^ c; we get (a, b) e 7by the definition of 7. However, 
this is a contradiction, since Y ^ A. and (a, b) ф A. 
By Theorem 5.1 of [1], it follows that X = {(Ux x Ux) u V^) n E^. Evidently, 
Ux is non-empty. The set Ux contains a minimal element t. It follows from 
У7((1Аз(7)& 7 < X) "> 7 ^ ^ j and Л < X that X = £,j n Z{t). 
Definition фге{^) - ЗУ, Z((/^i,(7) & Z = X A 7& 1/̂ 15(2) & 
&V<[7(Z - I/ л 7 - ^ и й X)). 
2.6. Lemma. Let Л be a large type. Then \р^(^{Х) in 5£^ iff X = Z{t) for some 
term t. 
P r o o f ît follows from 2.5; evidently, if t is a term then Z(r) is just the greatest 
equational theory X with the property X r\ E^ — Z{t) n £ j . 
Definition. Фп{Х) = Фз(Х) & '^А{{ф^(А) & '^В{{ф,^{В) & В й X)-^ В й Л)) -> 
~>Х й А). ' 
2.7. Lemma. Let А be а large type. Then ф^^^Х) in ^^ iff X is an EDZ-theory. 
Proof. It follows from 2.6 and from Theorem 5.1 of [1]. 
Definition. г(Х) = (ф.^ & Фз{Х)) VEL ( п 1̂4 & П ,̂//5 & ^АыС^)) VEL (ф, & ф1,{Х)). 
As а consequence of 2.2, 2.3 and 2.7, we get: 
2.8. Theorem. Let A be an arbitrary type. Then e(X) in i f j iff X is an EDZ-
theory. Consequently, the set of EDZ-theories of type A is definable in 5£^. 
Recall that by a formula we mean a first-order formula in the language of lattice 
theory. For every formula / define a formula / ° by induction on the length of / 
as follows: 
(1) i f / i s a formula without quantifiers t h e n / ° is the same formula a s / ; 
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(2) if /• is the formula Ig (the formula g Sc h, g VEL /i, g -^ h, g <r-> /i, resp.) then /^ 
is the formula П^^ (the formula g"" 8c /I^ g"^ VEL /7^ ^̂ ^ -> /i^ Ö'̂  ^ ^̂ ^ resp,); 
(3) if/ is the formula VZ ^ then / ° is the formula YX{e{X) -> ö'^); 
(4) if/ is the formula 3X g then /^ is the formula ЗХ(а(Х)&д^У 
Now let / (X i , ..., X„) be a formula where Z^, ..., Z„ are all the free variables i n / . 
Then the formula e(Xi) «&...& e ( Z j Scf\X^, ..., Z„) will be denoted by /'{X^, . . . 
..., X„), 
2.9. Lemma. Let Л contain not only nullary symbols, so that U i-^ Z(U) is an 
isomorphism of ^^ onto Œ^. Let f(X^, •.•,Z„) be a formula and X^, . . . ,Z„ be all 
its free variables. Then f%Xi, ...,X„) in 5£^ iff there are sets U^, ..., U„e ^^ 
such that Z i = Z(C/i), ..., Z„ = Z{uj) andf{U^,..,, U,,) holds in #"^. 
3. PARALLEL EQUATIONS 
By a parallel equation we shall mean an equation (a, b) such that var (a) =̂  var (b), 
a ^ b and b % a. 
3.1. Proposition. Let Л contain not only nullary symbols. Let (a, b) be a parallel 
equation and denote by A the least EDZ-theory containing (a, b). Let Те ^^. 
Then T~ Cn[a, p(b)) for some permutation p of var(a) iff the following three 
conditions are satisfied: 
(1) T^E^nA; 
(2) A is just the least EDZ-theory containing T; 
(3) if В e i f J and В с Tthen there exists an EDZ-theory С ^ В such that Z{a) $ С 
and Z{b) Ф C. 
Proof. Eirst assume that T = Cn{a,p{b)). (1) and (2) are evident. Let Be S£^ 
and В cz T Evidently, {a, p(b)} is a block of T Hence if (a, u)e В for some и then 
и = a; \f {p{b), u)e В for some и then и =-- p{b). Denote by U the set of the terms и 
such that V ^ и for some (v, w) e В with v ф w. Evidently I/ is a full set, Z(U) is an 
EDZ-theory, Z{U) ^ Б, Z{a) ф Z{U) and Z(b) ф Z((7). 
Conversely, let T satisfy (1), (2), (3). Denote by U the set of the terms и such that 
V ^ и for some (v, w)e T with z; Ф w. Evidently, L/ is a full set and Z((7) is just the 
least EDZ-theory containing T By (2), Z(U) = A. Hence aeU;by{i) there is a term 
с Ф a with (a, c) e T. Put В = Cn(a, c). We have В ^ T and by (3) we can not 
have В c= T Hence В = T. By (2), A is just the least EDZ-theory containing (a, c). 
Hence с ^ b; since T ^ E^, с = p(b) for some permutation p of var(b) = var(a). 
3.2. Proposition. Let Л be a large type. Let (a, b) be a parallel equation and put 
С = Cn(a, b). Let Те ^ ^. Then T — С iff the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) there is a permutation p of var(a) such that T = Cn(a, p{b)); 
(2) whenever (c, d) is a parallel consequence of (a, b) then (c, q{d))e T for some 
permutation q o/var(c). 
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Proof. The direct implication is evident. Let (1), (2) be satisfied and let p be as 
in (1). It is enough to derive a contradiction from the following assumption: There 
exists a variable x e var(a) with p[x) ф x. 
Evidently, the set var(a) contains at least two elements. Consequently, zl is a strictly 
large type. The rest of the proof of 3.2 will be divided into several lemmas. 
3.3. Lemma. Let (1\1)ЕА^^\ n = rif and к e {1, .... n} \{i}. Then at least 
one of the following two conditions is satisfied: 
(i) a — F{y^, ..., y-i-i, aQ, 3'/ + i, ..., y„) for some term ÖQ afid pairwise different 
variables .Vi, ..., y« such that // / G {1, ..., n] \ {/, k] then Vi ф var(ao); 
(ii) b ••= F(yi, ..., yi-i, 6o, }'/+i^ •••. Уп) for some term bQ and pairwise different 
variables y^, ..., v,, such that // / e {1, ..., n} \ {/, k] then yi ф var(bQ). 
Proof. Suppose that neither (i) nor (ii) is satisfied. Put ẑ -. = x and let z^, ..., z,_ j , 
z, + i , . . . , z„ be pairwise different variables such that if / e {1 , - . . , n} \ {/,/c} then 
ẑ  Ф V2ir{a). Put с = F(z| , ..., z,_i, a, z^^^, ..., z„) and d = F[z^, ..., z,_i, b, 
Zi+i, ..., ZjJ. Evidently, (c, d) is a consequence of (a, b) and (c, d) is a parallel equa­
tion; by (2) there exists a permutation q of var(c) such that (c, q{d))e T. Let UQ, •.., W^ 
be a minimal (c/, p(b))-proof from с to q[d). We have WQ "= <̂'î since neither (i) nor (ii) 
is satisfied, there is no other possibility than u^ ~ F(z^, ..., z^-i, p{b), Zi^^, ..., z j ; 
similarly, if m ^ 2 than there is no other possibility than U2 ~ F{z^, ..., z,_i, a, 
z, + i, ..., z,,) = с = WQ- ^̂  ^̂  — 2, we get a contradiction with the minimality of 
UQ, ..., t/,„; hence m = 1 and so q[d) = F(z^, ..., z,_i, p(b), ^i+i. •••, ^„)- Hence 
q{zi,) = Zf^ and q{b) -• p{b), so that q(x) = x and q{x) = ]7(x). We get p(x) = x, 
a contradiction. 
3.4. Lemma. Le^ F, G e zl, F Ф G, a = F(ai, ..., a,,^) an(i b = G(bi, ..., fo„^J 
for some terms ai,...,a„^, b | , . . . , b,,^. Then a^,...,a„^ are pairwise different 
variables, bj, ..., Ь„^ are pairwise different variables and Пр — /i^ ^ 2. 
Proof. Since Л is strictly large, there exists an at least binary symbol H e A. 
By 3.3, either Я = F or Я = G. It is enough to consider the case H = F. Using the 
fact that Card(var(a)) ^ 2, it follows easily from 3.3 that a^, ..., a„^, are pairwise 
different variables. 
Suppose nQ = L Then it follows from 3.3 that A = AQ и A^ и {F}. Moreover, 
since a -^ b, F does not occur in b. Hence b contains no symbols of arities ^ 2 and 
so Card(var(b)) ^ 1, a contradiction with var(a) = var(b) and Card(var(fl)) ^ 2. 
Since Card(var(b)) ^ 2, we can not have Пд — 0. We have proved n^ ^ 2. Simi­
larly as above, this implies that b^, ..., b„^ are pairwise different variables. Since 
var(ö) = var(b), it follows that Пр = n^. 
3.5. Lemma. Let FE A and a = F^a^, ..., a„^)for some terms a^, ..., a„^. Then 
b = F(b | , ..., b^^^)for some terms b^, ..., b„^. 
Proof. We have b = G(bi, ..., b„^) for some Ge A and some terms b^, ..., b„^. 
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Suppose F Ф G. By 3.4, Пр — n^ ^ 2, a j , ..., a,,^^ are pairwise different variables 
and («1, ..., a„^} = {bj, ..., b„ ,̂}. Put с == (jĵ (̂ ,...,;,.)(a) and d = (Тг(х,...,х)(Ь). Then 
(с, J) is a parallel consequence of (a, b); by (2) we have (c, ^((i)) 6 Tfor some permuta­
tion q of var(c) = \a,r{a). There exists an (a, p(b))-proof from с to ^((i); evidently, 
every member of this proof belongs to {c, crĵ ^ ^̂ (c?), cr̂ ^̂  x)/X^ )̂' ^G(X x)P(b)} ^^^ 
so ^(J) - (Тр(х,...,х)Р(ЬУ But then 5^г(^,...,х)(Ь) - (^пх,...^х)Р{Ь1 q(F(x, ...,x)) = p(x), 
a contradiction. 
3.6. Lemma. T/?^re exists exactly one at least binary symbol F e A; we have 
Пр = 2; there are two variables y, z anßf two terms c, d not belonging to V such 
that either a = F(c, j;), b -• F{z, d) or a = F(y, c), b = F{d, z). 
Proof. It follows easily from 3.3 and 3.5. 
We shall denote by F the only binary symbol from Л and sometimes we shall write 
uv instead of F(u, v). By 3.6 it is enough to consider the case when a = cy and b = zd 
for some variables, v, z and terms c, d not belonging to К 
3.7. Lemma. Lef x e var(a) and p{x) ф x. T/ÎÊ'/I: 
(i) There exists a substitution f such that either f (a) = ax or f(a) = p(b) x. 
(ii) T/?ere ex/srs a substitution g such that either g(p(b)) =̂  x p(b) or g{p{b)) = xa. 
Proof. It is enough to prove (i), since (ii) is similar. Suppose that there is no such 
a substitution / . Evidently, {ax, bx) is a parallel consequence of [a, b)\ by (2) there 
exists an (a, p(b))-proof from ax to ci{bx) for some permutation q of var(a). Since 
(i) is not satisfied, evidently every member of this proof equals either ax or p{b) x. 
Hence q{bx) = p{b) x. From this we get p{x) = x, a contradiction. 
3.8. Lemma. Let x e var(ö) and p(x) Ф x; let f be a substitution such that f (a) =•• 
=-- ax. Then a = ((у^у2 . Уз) '•-) y^ for some k^3 and variables j j , . . . , » , ; 
either v^, ..., yi^ are pairwise different or k = 3 and у2 ф {у\, Уъ]-
Proof. It follows from f{a) = ax that a = ((3̂ 1.̂ 2 • Уз) ••-) Ук fo^ ^̂ »me к ^ 3 
and variables j j , . . . , j ; ^ . There exists a variable >'G var(ö) such that j^ Ф x and 
p{y) + V. By 3.7, there exists a substitution g such that either g{a) = ay or g[a) = 
= p{b) y. If g{a) = p{b) Ĵ  then evidently к = 3 and У2Ф {Уи Уз}- Let g{a) == ay. 
We have /{y^) - у^у2, / ( j ^ ) = Уз. •••./(^/.-i) = У}о / Ы = ^ and g{y^) = у^уз, 
Oiyi) = Уз^ '-^giyk-i) = Уьд{Ук) = у. From this itfollows that y;,^{yj, ...,^Vfc-i}. 
Since yi =-- yj (where / , j e { l , ...,/c - l}) implies j ^ + j, = yj + i, it follows that 
>'i, ..., jfc are pairwise different. 
3.9. Lemma. Let x e var(a) and p{x) ф x; let f be a substitution such that f (a) =•• 
= ax. Then a = У1У2 • У1 for some variables J i , У2 ^ith у у Ф у2. 
Proof. Suppose that this is not true. By 3.8 we have a = {{УгУг • Уз) --•) Ук 
for some к^З and pairwise different variables y^, ..., yj,. By 3.7 there exists a sub­
stitution g such that either g{p[b)) = x p{b) or g{p{b)) = xa. 
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Consider first the case g{p{b)) = x p(b). By a lemma symmetrical to 3.8, we have 
p(b) = 2^(.,. (23 . Z2Z1)) for some / ^ 3 and variables z^, ..., ẑ  such that either 
Zj, ..., Z/ are pairwise different or 1 = 3, Z2${zi, z,^. Since var(a) = var(p(b)), 
it follows that / = k, Zj, ..., Zj^ are pairwise different and {y^,..., y j = {zj, ..., ẑ .̂}. 
Now consider the case g[p(b)) = xa. Then evidently p(b) = Zi{f^{ziZ2 • Z3) ...) z,_.i) 
for some / and variables z^, ..., z^; we have 3 ^ / ^ /c + i and z^, ..., ẑ  are pair-
wise different. There exists a variable y e var(a) such that y ф x and p(y) ф j . 
By 3.7, there exists a substitution h such that either h(p(b)) = y p(b) or h(p(b)) = ya. 
In both these cases it is easy to see that z^, ..., ẑ  are pairwise different. Since var(a) = 
== var(p(b)), it follows that / = k. 
We have proved: either 'p(b) = z^.(... (Z3 . Z2Z1)) or ^(b) = Zy (̂((ziZ2 . Z3) ...) ẑ .̂. 1) 
for some pairwise different variables z^, ..., ẑ^ with [z^, ..., ẑ }̂ — {jj^, ..., yj.}. 
Denote by h the substitution such that h{p{x)) = p{x) and h maps V\ {p(x)} 
onto {x}. Evidently, (/?(a), /г(Ь)) is a parallel consequence of (a, b); by (2) there 
exists an (a, p(b))-proof from h(a) to q{h{b)) for some permutation ^ of var(/i(fl)) = 
= {x, p(x)}. Evidently, every member of this proof equals either h{a) or h(p{b)). 
Hence q li(b) =-- h p{b). There exists a variable y G var(ö) \ {x, p{x)}; we get q h(x) = 
= h p(x) and q h(y) = h p(y), i.e. ^(x) =-- p(x) and ^(x) = x, so that p{x) = x, 
a contradiction. 
3.10. Lemma. For every x e var(a) such that p(x) Ф x there exist two substitutions 
/ , g such that f{a) ^ p(b) x and g{p{b)) = xa. 
Proof. Suppose that this is not true. It follows easily from 3.7, 3.9 and a lemma 
symmetrical to 3.9 that there are two different variables yi, У2 such that a = У1У2 - У1 
and either b = y^ . У2У1 or b = y2 • yiyi-
Let b = У1. У2У^ Then p{b) = У2 . JiVs- Since {{y^ . У2У2) У и Зч(У2У2 • Ух)) is 
а parallel consequence of (a, b), by (2) either ((у^ . У2У2) Ух, У1{У2У2. • Уг)) ^^ 
(Cvi . У2У2) У и У2{У1У1 • У2)) is а consequence of {У1У2 . J i , J2 • УгУрУ However, 
this is impossible, since if Ms a term such that ((y^ . У2У2) Ji? )̂ is a consequence 
of {У1У2 • > î, У2 • У1У2) then evidently either Г = (y^ . У2У2) y^ or t = {У2У2) • 
• (34 . У2У2)-
Let Ь = j;2 . JiJ'i- Then p[b) = y^ . У2У1. Since (ау2, Ьу2) is a parallel con­
sequence of (a, b), by (2) either {{у^у2 . y^) У2. {У2 • У1У2) У2) or ((у^уз • Ух) У2, 
{У1 • У2У1) yi) is a consequence of {у^у2 . Vi, Vi . У2У1); however, this is evidently 
impossible. 
3.11. Lemma. We have p{x) = x for all x e var(a). 
Proof. Suppose p(x) Ф X for some x G var(a). By 3.10, there are two substitu­
tions / , g such that f{a) = p(b) x and g{p{b)) = xa. For every finite sequence 
t^, ...,tf, of terms and every sequence e^, ..., ^^.^ of numbers from {1, - 1 } define 
a term [r^, e^, t2, 2̂» •••? k~ 1^ ^Ä:-I» ^k] by induction on к as follows: if /c = 1 then 
this term equals t^; if /c ^ 2 and e^ = 1 then this term equals t^ . [^2, 2̂̂  •••» ^&-i> 
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^k-u h]l ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^ ei = - 1 then this term equals [/2, ^2, ..., r^-i, ^&- ь tk\ . t^. 
It is evident that ^ = [j^i, - 1 , .)'2, 1, З'з, " U •••, Vfc~i, ( - ! ) ' " ' . 3 Ĵ and p(b) -
= [zi, 1, Z2, ~ 1 , Z3, 1, ..., z^_i, ( - 1 / , z^] for some k, I and variables j ' j , ..., ŷ ,̂ 
Zi, ..., z ;̂ we have /c ^ 3, / ^, 3 and /c - 1 g / ^ Ic + 1. There exists a variable 
J e var((^) such that y ф x and p{y) Ф 3;. By 3.10, there are substitutions/0, QQ such 
that /o(öf) - р(Ь) у and go{p{b)) = >'öf. Evidently, 
/ ( y i ) == ^̂  ^ /0(3^1) = У , ^ (^ i ) = X , ,^0(^1) = >' . 
Jbi) =̂- /0(3^2) = ^1 , 9(2:2) = 6^0(^2) = Vi , 
f{yk-i) = /o( jfc- i) = 2/C-2 , 6^(^/-i) = 0^0(^2-1) = У1-2 . 
ЦУк) = fo{yk) = [^/c-i, ..-, z j , g{zi) = go{zi) = [3^-1, ..., З'/с] • 
Since X Ф >', from these relations it follows that y^, ..., yj^ are pairwise different and 
Zj, ..., Z; are pairwise different. Now var(a) = var(p(b)) implies к = / and 
{3̂ 1 •> •••' >'J = {^b •••' ^i}- Now we can define a substitution /i and finish the proof 
in the same way as in the proof of 3.9. 
This completes the proof of 3.2. 
4. STRICTLY LARGE TYPES, NICE EQUATIONS 
An equation (a, b) is said to be nice if var(a) =̂  var(b), a ф V, b фУ and there 
exists a pair (F, /) e A^^^ with Пр ̂  2 such that a ^ n I and b ф t\ . for any 
termf. L^''-l L^''J 
4.1. Proposition. Let (a, b) be a nice equation. Put С = Cn(a, b). Then С is 
just the greatest element T of ^^ with the following two properties: 
(1) T^E/, 
(2) if (u, v) is a parallel equation then (u, v) e T iff (u, v) e С 
Proof. Evidently, the theory С has both these properties. Now let T be any 
element of ^^ with these two properties. Let (c, d)e T and с Ф J; we must prove 
(c, d) E C. Let (F, /) be as above. Put n = Пр and m = 1 + Max (Яо(<̂ )? ^oi^)^ 
AQ(C), ЯО(^))- Let us fix a number j e {1, ..., /i} \ {/}. Evidently, there exist an integer 
/c ^ 2 and a mapping (r, 5) 1-̂  z^, of the set {1, ..., km] x {1, ..., n} into F with the 
following two properties: 
(i) z,^^,^ = z,̂ ,̂̂  iff either (r^, s^) = (г2, S2) or 5̂  = 52 = j and {/4, Г2} = 
= {{k — 1) m, /cm}; 
(ii) var(c) ^ {z,„,,-, Z2„,j, ..., Z(;^-i)mj}-
We fix one such integer к and one such mapping (r, s) ь-> ẑ  5. For every term t and 
every r e {0, 1, ..., Â:m} define a term t^'^ as follows: r̂ ^̂  = r; if г ^ 1 then t̂*"̂  = 
= ^ ( ^ r j , •••. ^r,f-i, ^^''^^ 2r,t + ], •.-, ^r,«)- Evidently, Àoit^'^) - Яо(0 + •̂ 
Suppose c^'"^^ й d^^'^K Then there is a substitution/ such that f{c^''"'^) is a subterm 
of d^'^'^K Since Яо(с̂ '̂ )̂) ^ km and ЯоС'̂ ^̂ О < "^' ^e have /(ĉ '̂ '̂ >̂) = (̂»-̂  for some 
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г > {к — 1) m; since Z(;,_i3„, ^ = Z;.,„ у, we get г = /cm, so that /(c^^"" )̂ = J^^""l 
Hence f{c) = /̂ and f{z^j) = ẑ ^̂ ., /(z2„,,,) = 22„,j, ...J(z;,^,,.) - ẑ ,̂ ,̂ -; by (ii) 
we get с =^ d, a contradiction. 
Similarly, we can not have d^'"'"'^ S c^^"'\ Thus (/^'"'\ d^^"'^ is a parallel equation; 
since it evidently belongs to T, by (2) it belongs to C. Let UQ, ...,Ui be an (a, b)-proof 
from 6'̂ '''"̂  to t/̂ ^"'\ Let us prove by induction on pe{0, .... 1} that Up --^- vf"^^ for some 
term Vp with (c, Vp)e C. For p =- 0 it is evident. Let p ^ 1 and let Up^i = vfU'l 
and (c, Vp^i) G С Since either (w^-i, i/p) or (i/^, ^p-i) is an immediate consequence 
of (c/, b), it is enough to show that iff{a) is a subterm of t/^,_i for some substitution/ 
then / ( a ) is a subterm of Vp_.i and if/(b) is a subterm of i/p_| then /(/}) is a subterm 
of ?;p_i. We shall consider only the case when/(<:/) is a subterm of w^-i; the other 
case is quite analogous. Suppose that/(<:/) is not a subterm of i?^,_i. Then/(a) =--= v^pli 
for some г G {1, ..., km}. Since c? ^ f 
F. / for any term f, we get !;),_ ^ ф t Ш 
for any term t and so г is divisible by m; especially, r ^ m. it follows from/(a) = 
= v^pl 1 and Яо(а) < m that 
a = F(vv,,j, ..., w,j_i, F(w,^^j, ..., w,_i,:_i, F(.. . F(w,_^,i, ... 
for some q<m and some variables w^ î, ..., vv,._ç , _ 1 , w _̂g ;, vv,._q , + i, ..., ŵ  „ 
such that/(w,^j) - z,,i, ...,/(w,„,^.;_.i) = z,_^^,-_i,/(w,_g,,) - /^рГГ,/(vv,.-^,, + i) = 
- z,„ç,, + i, . . . , / (HV,„ ) - 2,„. However, the variables 2,д, ..., z,_g^,._i, z,_^^+i, ... 
..., ẑ  „ are evidently pairwise different and different from v^pli\ so that the variables 
vv,. 1, ..., w,._g , _ j , Mv_̂  J-, w,._^,, + i, ..., vv,. ,j are pairwise different, too. This means 
a G vv̂ _,̂  / Z7 • ' ^ contradiction with a ф t\ . for any term /. The induction is 
thus finished. Especially, for p = I WQ get (c, d) e C. 
4.2. Proposition. Let A be a strictly large type and (a, b) be an equation of type A 
such that var((2) =̂  var(b). Then exactly one of the following five cases takes place: 
(1) (a, b) is nice; 
(2) either a e V or b e V; 
(3) A = AQ yj Ai u [F] for some symbol F with Пр = 2 and either a = F(x, c), 
b == F{d, y) or a = F{d, y), b = F{x, c) for some variables x, у and terms 
c, d Ф V such that x ф var(c') and у ф var((i); 
(4) A = AQ и Ai и [F] for some symbol F with Пр '^ 2, a ф V, b ф V and either a 
or b equals F^y^, ..., y^^) for some pairwise different variables У1,---,Упр1 
(5) A = AQ Kj Ai и [F, G} for some different symbols F, G with Пр = nQ ^ 2, 
a = F(^yi, ..., yn)for some pairwise different variables y^, .... y„ {where n — Пр) 
and b = G{zi, ..., z„) for some Zj, ..., z„ with {y^, ..., y„} = (z^, ..., z j . 
Moreover, in the last case the equation (a, b) is parallel. 
Proof. It is easy. 
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5. STRICTLY LARGE TYPES, l-SPEOAL EQUATIONS 
An equation (a, b) is said to be 1-special if var(a) = var(b), a Ф 6 and either 
a E V or b e V. 
5.1. Proposition. Let A be strictly large and let (a, b) be a 1-special equation. 
Then Cn(a, b) is just the least element T of ^^ with the following two properties: 
(1) the least EDZ-theory containing T equals W^ x W/, 
(2) // (t/, v) is a nice equation then (w, v) e T iff (i/, i') e Cn(a, b). 
Proof. Evidently, the theory Cn(a, b) has both these properties. Let T be any 
element of J^^ with these two properties. It is enough to consider the case when 
a E V; put X = a. By (l) there exists a term с such that var(c) = {x}, с ф x and 
(x, c) E T. The equation (c, Ö-J(C')) is nice and belongs to C, so that (c, (тЦс)) E Thy (2). 
Further, we have (cr^(x), a^(c)) E Г, i.e. (b, (7^{c)) E Г and so (b, c) E T Hence (x, b) E 
E Т and so Cn(a, b) ^ T. 
6. STRICTLY LARGE TYPES, 2-SPECIAL EQUATIONS 
An equation {a, b) of type A is said to be 2-special ifzl = AQ^ A^ u [F] for some 
binary symbol F (we shall write uv instead of F{u, v)) and there are terms a^, b^ 
and variables x, y such that a = xa^, b = bç^y, аоф V, a < b, x ф var((2o), у ф 
ф var(bo), var(a) = var(/:?). 
А 2-special equation (a, b) of type A such that A^ is non-empty is said to be 21-
special. 
A 2-special equation (a, b) = (XÖQ, Ьоу) such that x = >̂  is said to be 22-special. 
6.1. PropositioM. Let {a, b) be a 21-special equation. Put С = Cn(a, b). Then С 
is just the greatest element T of ^^ with the following two properties'. 
(1) T ^ : £ ^ ; 
(2) // (i/, v) is a nice equation then (u, v) E T iff (u, v) E C. 
Proof. Evidently, the theory С has these properties. Let Tbe any element of ^^ 
with these properties and let (c, d)E T, с ф d; WQ must prove (c, d) E C. 1Ъеге exists 
a unary symbol G e A. Evidently, the equation (Gc, Gd) is nice and belongs to 7', 
so that it belongs to C. But from (Gc, Gd) E С we get (c, d) E С quite easily. 
6.2, Lemma. Let (a, b) == (x^o, Ьг)у) be a Ispecial equation and let A^ be empty. 
Put С — Cn(a, b). Let there exist a substitution I such that {b, 1(b)) E С and the 
terms b, 1(b) are not similar. Let T be any element of ^ ^ such that whenever (w, v) 
is either a parallel or a nice equation then (u, v) E T iff (U, V) E C. Then (a, b) e T 
Proof. Denote by M the free monoid over {1, 2}; the unit of M will be denoted 
by 0. If ^ = a^ ... a,jE M where â  e {1, 2} then n is called the length of e. \ïe,f E M 
and f = eg (f = ge, resp.) for some g e M\ then e is said to be a begmning (an end, 
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resp.) of/. If/ = 0̂1 ̂ 6̂ 2 ̂ ^r some g^, 02^ M then e is said to be a connected part of/. 
By an irreducible element of M we mean any element e e M such that e ф 0 and 
whenever e = / " for s o m e / e M and n ^ 1 then n = I. The following three assertions 
can be proved easily: 
(Al) Let e,fe M \ {0} and ef = fe. Then e = ^" and / = g"^ for some g e M and 
some П, m ^ 1. 
(A2) Every element of M \ {0} can be uniquely expressed in the form e" for some 
irreducible element e of M and some n ^ 1. 
(A3) Let e be an irreducible element of M and f, g E M be such that ее = feg. 
Then either / = 0 or gf = 0. 
If e = Tj . . . r„ G M (where r,- 6 {l, 2}) and if î, t^, ..., t,^ are terms, then we define 
a term \^t, r^, fj, ..., r„, f„] as follows: if n = 0, this term equals t; if r„ = 1, it equals 
/„[?, Tj, /i , ..., r„_i, r„_i]; if r„ = 2, it equals [f, r^, fj, ..., r„_i, ?„_i] ?,. For every 
/ e { 0 , ...,n} put [r, r i , ^1, ..., r„, fji = [t, r j , ^1, ..., r,., t;]. 
The depth ^(?) of a term t is defined as follows: if te VKJ AQ then c5(r) = 0; if 
t =^ tit2 then d{t) = 1 + Max {d(t^), ^(b)). 
Since (b , / (b ) ) eC , we have var(/^'(a)) = var(a) for all positive integers /c; since 
b, J{h) are not similar, there is a z e var(a) with A(/(z)) ^ 2. Hence Я(а) < ^l{a)) < 
< A(/̂ (ûf)) < ...; for some /c ^ 1 we get ^(l^ci)) > À{b) and so l''(a) $ b. We shall 
ÜX one positive integer /c with this property and put a' = l\a). Evidently (a, a') e С 
and a' $ b. 
By a 1-term (2-term, resp.) we shall mean a term of the form zt (of the form tz, 
resp.) where t is a term and z e V\ var(it). If there exists a term t such that (a, t)G С 
and t is neither a 1-term nor a 2-term then both (a, t) and (f, b) are nice, so that 
(t7, r) e T and (t, b) e T, so that (a, b)e T and we are through. Hence it is enough 
to assume that there is no such term t. Especially, a' is a 1-term. 
There exists a substitution H such that H (a) is a subterm of b; we can write b = 
= [Я(а), Tj, bj, ,.., r„, /?„] for some e == r^ ... r„E M \{ф} and some terms b^,...,b,,\ 
we have r„ = 2. 
If (of', b) is parallel then (a', b) G T, (a, 0') G Г, (a, Ь) G Г and we are through. 
It remains to consider the case b g a'. Since a' is a 1-term, there is a substitution iCo 
such that Кс)(Ь) is a proper subterm of a'. We can write a' = [Xo(b), s^, c^, . . . 
•••"> ^mo' ^mo] f̂ ^ some / =.^1 .. . .s„,̂ GAf \{0} and some terms c^, ..., c^^; we have 
s^,^ = 1. Put к = KQH, m = /Î + шо, Si ... s„, = ef, c^ = К^{Ь) for I e (1 , ..., n} 
and c„ + ^ = Ci for г G {1, ..., m^}. We have evidently a' = [^K(a), s^, c^, ..., s,„, c j . 
Now we shall prove two easy assertions. 
(A4) If / ^ 1 then efe is not a connected part of еК Suppose, on the contrary, 
that e^ = giefeg2 for some g^, ^2- Ву (^2) we have e = h^ for some irreducible 
he M and some p ^ 1. By (A3) it follows easily from h^^ = gih^feg2 that g^ = /î  
for some ^ ^ 0. Similarly, 02 is a power of h. From this it follows t h a t / == h-^ for 
s o m e / But e ends with 2 a n d / e n d s with 1, a contradiction. 
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(A5) Tf / ^ 1 and if j ^ 1 is such that e-' is longer than efefe, then e-' is not a con­
nected part of {efy. Indeed, if e^ was a connected part of {ef)\ then, since it is longer 
than efefe, evidently efe would be a connected part of e\ a contradiction by (A4). 
For every p ^ 1 and г e {1, ..., pn} put 
..., г,„ЯР-2^Ь„), ..., r j , bj, ..., r„b„],-. 
For every p ^ 1 and / G {1, ..., pm} put 
CC"'" = [K' ' (a) , s„X' ' ->(cO, . . . ,5„ ,K' ' - ' (c ,„) , .„K' ' -^(c , ) , . . . 
..., 5,„, A. ((̂ f„), •. -5 5i, с I, ..., s,„, c Ĵ,- . 
Put Б̂ >̂ = ß̂ '̂P"> and Ĉ ^̂  = c^^'^'"^ Evidently Б̂ ^̂  are 2-terms and Ĉ ^̂  are 1-terms; 
we have (a, Б^̂ )̂ G С and (a, C<̂ >) G С. 
Let us fix an integer L such that 
L> m + Max (a(H(z)), ö(K(z))) for ali z e var(a). 
ït is easy to see that for any p ^ 1, 
pn ^ дВ^Р^ й дВ^Р^^'^ < дВ^Р^ + L, 
рт й дС^Р^ й дОР"-'^ < дО^^ + L. 
It follows that there are positive integers p, q such that 
(Bl) pn > L~{- À where X is the length of eefefe, 
(B2) qm > L + Я, 
(B3) аБ̂ >̂ > Max(aci,..., ac,„, гкс„ . . . , акс,„,..., ак^^^с,,.. . , ак^-^^сД 
(В4) ас^^^ > Мах {дЬ„ ..., дЬ„, дНЪ„ ..., ÔHb„, ..., ÔH'^^^b,, ..., дН'''^), 
(В5) 1аБ̂ >̂ - ac^^ l̂ < L. 
Let us fix such a pair p, g. 
Suppose B^P^ £ Ö^\ so that N{B^P^) is a subterm of O^^ for some substitution N. 
Since aC^̂ ^ < аБ̂ >̂ + L ^ dN{B^P^) + L, iV(ß^^ )̂ can not be a subterm of C -̂̂ '̂ '"-̂ >. 
Hence one of the following two cases takes place. 
Case 1. N(B^^^) is a subterm of one of the terms Ci, ..., c,„, Xc^, ..., Kc,„, ... 
...,K^~^Ci, ...,K^"^c„j. This is a contradiction with (B3). 
Case 2. iV(ß^^ )̂ = Ĉ -̂'̂ ^ for some i e [qm - L + 1, ..., qm}. Put ê  == r^^ ... 
. . . Tj ^̂„ and (e/)^ = Г2,1 ... Г2,д,„. Denote by g the greatest common end of e^ and 
'^la ••• ^2,h denote by j the length oï g. If it were j ^ A, then evidently a power 
of e longer than efefe would be a connected part of {efY, a contradiction with (A5). 
Hence j<L Evidently ]у(Б^^'^"-^^) = C^̂ '̂ -̂ > and ]У(Б^Р'^"-^-^>) - J where 
СШ-л ^ [c(^^-^--i), s,_,-, J ] ; but J G { C I , ..., c,„iCc4, . . . , X c , , . . .X^^^Ci , ... 
..., X^~^^c,„} and we get a contradiction by (B3). 
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Similarly, we can not have Ĉ '̂ ^ g Б^^\ Thus (ß^^\ Ö^^) is a parallel equation; 
since it belongs to C, it follows that it belongs to T. We have evidently (b, B^^^) e T 
and (a, d'̂ ^) e Г; hence (a, b) e T. 
6.3. Propositioo. Let (a, b) = (x<2o, box) be a 22~special equation and let A^ be 
empty. Put С -• Cn(a, b). Then С is Just the least element T of 5£^ with the fol-
lowing three properties: 
(1) ТЯЕ,; 
(2) there is a term с such that a < с and (a, c) e T; 
(3) if (i/, v) is either parallel or nice then (u, v) e T iff (u, v) e С 
Proof. Evidently, С has these properties. Let Tbe any element of i f j with these 
three properties. We must prove (a, b)e T. Let z be any element of AQ U var(ao). 
The equation (Z^Q, Ö-J(C)) is nice and belongs to T, so it belongs to С Let WQ, •••, Ŵ^ 
be an (c/, b)-proof from zaQ to Ö-J(C). It is easy to prove by induction on /' e {0, ..., k} 
that there exists a term ti such that x ^ var(^,) and either (a, xti)e C, Ui = zti or 
(a, tix)e C, Ui = ?jZ. Especially, for / = к we get: there is a term t such that хф 
^ var(r) and either (a, x?) e C, GI{C) = z? or (0, tx)E C, cr^(c) = ^z. From this it 
follows that there are only two possibilities: either [a, c) is nice or с = xf in the case 
ol{c) = zt and с — tx m the case G^'^ic) =-- tz. In any case we get [a,c)e C. If there 
is a substitution / such that (6,1{b)) e С and the terms b, /(b) are not similar, then 
{a, b)e T follows from 6.2. Now let there be no such /. Then it is easy to see that 
с = их for some term w, the equation (6, c) is nice and belongs to C, hence (b, c) e Г 
and so (a, b) e T. 
6.4. Proposition. Let (a, b) = (xaQ, boj) be a l-special equation and let A^ be 
empty. Put С = Cn(a, b). Then С is just the least element T of Я^ ̂  with the following 
three properties'. 
(1) T^E,-
(2) there is a term с such that a < с and (a, c) G T; 
(3) if {u, v) is either parallel or nice or 22-special then (u, v) e T ijf (u, v) e C. 
Proof. Evidently, С has these properties. Let Tbe any element of i^j with these 
three properties. We must prove (0, b)e T If x ^ y, then (a, b) is 22-special and 
everything is clear. Let x Ф >*. Jf there is a substitution / such that (b, /(b)) e С 
and the terms b,/(b) are not similar, then (a, b) E Г follows from 6.2. Now let there 
be no such /.Evidently, the equation (b, c) is nice. The equation ((т^(а), (Т (̂с)) is 
nice and belongs to T, so it belongs to C. 
Let us prove that if (a, t)E С then either a '^ t от t =-- t^y for some term t^ with 
>' Ф var(3ti). There exists a minimal (a, b)-proof VQ, ..., Vi from a to t If there is no 
f e (1, .... /} such that Vi^^ ~ h(b) and v^ = h[a) for some substitution h, then the 
assertion is evident. Now let there be such an / and denote by i the least positive 
integer with this property; since there is no substitution / as above, we have b ^ h{b) 
and we can suppose that h is an automorphism of W^. Suppose / < /. Then evidently 
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Vi + i = h{b) =- tj_i, a contradiction with the minimahty of VQ, ..., t?/. Hence / = /, 
t =-. h{a) and we get a ^ t. 
Let UQ, .... Wfc be an {a, /7)-proof from ог (̂а) to crJJ(c). Let us prove by induction on 
/ G {0,. . . , /с} that w,- = cr̂ (r) for some term t with {a, t) e C. For f = 0 it is evident. 
Let i < k, и I = o^Kt), (a, t)e C. If r ^ a, then t = p{a) for some automorphism p 
of Ifj; we have Wj + j = Ö-̂  p(b) and (a, ]?(b)) G С As we have proved above, it 
remains to consider the case t = t^y for some term î^ with y^var(fi) . We have 
ill = tj^x. There is a substitution ^ such that either g(a) or g(b) is a subterm of t^x 
and z/j + i is obtained from t^x if this subterm is replaced by g(b) in the first case and 
by g(a) in the second case. If the subterm of t^x is contained in t^, then everything is 
evident. It remains the case when t^x = g{b) and w, + i = g{a). Define a substitution h 
as follows: /7(>̂ ) = y: h{z) = g(z) for all ze V\{y}. Then i/,.+ i = cr^(/7(a)) and Г = 
= h{b), so that (a, h{a)) e C. 
Especially, (JI{C) == (7l(t) for some term t with (0, r) G С. It follows that one of the 
following three cases takes place (recall from the proof of 6.2 the notions of 1-term 
and 2-term and notice that evidently с is not a 1-term): 
(i) с is not a 2-term; 
(ii) с = t; 
(iii) с is obtained from t by the transposition x ь-> 3; h-> x. 
In the first two cases we get (a, b) e T immediately. In case (iii) the equation (a, c) 
is 22-special, so that (a, c) G С by (3); now we get (a, b) e T easily. 
7. STRICTLY LARGE TYPES, 3-SPECIAL EQUATIONS 
Recall that V = {x^, X2, x^, ...} is the set of variables. Throughout this section 
let X be a fixed variable (e.g. put x =-- x^). 
Let a type A be given. We denote by E the free monoid over A^^"*; the elements 
of £ can be identified with finite sequences of ele ments of zl̂ ^̂  and the empty sequence 
is the unit of E. If e,feE a n d / = eg for some geE, then e is said to be a beginning 
of/. Let t be any term. In Section 6 of [2] we have defined a finite subset E(t) of E; 
for every e e E(t) we have defined a subterm t{e} of t. For every e e E(t) and every 
term 5 define a term (7̂ .̂ (г) as follows: 
(i) if e is empty then ^^.^{î) =-- s; 
(ii) if e = (F, ï ) / for some (F, /)GZ1^^^ and feE then f = F(f], ..., t„j,) for some 
terms r^, ..., „̂̂  and we put (T^,,{t) = F(^i, ..., f^_i, af.^^{t,),ti + i, ..., Г„Д 
Thus ö-g.̂ (r) is the term obtained from t if "the e-th subterm is replaced by s". 
For every F G zl we denote by Ep(t) the set of all e e E(t) such that r<e> = 
= F(r i , . . . , t,,^) for som.e terms t^,..., r„^. 
A finite sequence Ci, ..., e^ (k '^ 0) of elements of E(t) is said to be independent 
if the following is true: whenever i, J G { 1 , . . . , /c} and ê  is a beginning of ê  then i = /. 
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An equation (a, b) of type A is said to be 3-special if zl = Af^ KJ A^ и [F] for some 
symbol F with Пр ̂  2, a = F(xj[, ..., x„ .̂), уаг(а) = var(b) and a ^ b. 
An equation (a, b) of type A is said to be 31-special if it is 3-special and b = 
= oKyi) for some term w such that var(\v) = {x}. An equation [a, b) is said to be 
32-special if it is 3-special and satisfies some 31-special equation (a, b') with a ф b'. 
An equation (a, b) is said to be 33-special if it is 3-special but not 32-special. 
7.1. Proposition. Let (a, b) be 3\-speciaL Put С = Cn(<7, b). Then С is just the 
greatest element T of ^^ with the following two properties: 
(2) // (w, v) is either nice or 2-special then (u, v) e T iff (w, v) e C. 
Proof. Evidently, the theory С has both these properties. Let Tbe any element 
of i f ^ with these two properties. Let F and w be as above; put n =̂  Пр. It is enough 
to prove that if (a, c) e Tfor some term с then {a, c) e C. Let у2, --•, Уп be pairwise 
different variables different from Xj, ..., x„. The equation (F(a, у2, •.., >'„), F(c, у2, . . . 
..., y„)) is nice and belongs to T, so that it belongs to C. Let UQ, ..., Uj, be an (a, b)-
proof from F(a, у2, ..., y„) to F{c, У2, ..., у,У 
Let us prove by induction on / e {0, ..., A'} that if ^ is a term such that var(^) = 
= {xj, ..., X,,} and F(t, у2. • •., л ) is a subterm of Ui then (a, t) e C. For / = 0 it is 
evident. Let i ^ L There is a substitution h and an eeE(ui_i) such that either 
H,„i<e> = h{a) and u^ -= (^e-Mb)i^i-i) or w,-_i<e> = h(b) and u^ = (^е,ма)Ы1-^У 
There is an fe £(w,) such that t^,</> = F(r, уз, ..., j„). If either e,f are independent 
or / is a proper beginning of e or f (/, ^2, . •., y„) is a subterm. of one of the terms 
/7(xi), ..., /7(x„), everything is evident from the induction assumption. I f / = e and 
Ui<(ey — h(a), then it is evident, too, since h(a) is a subterm of h(b); indeed, [a, b) 
is 31-special and so 0 is a subterm of b. It remains to consider the case when ŵ _ ^(e) = 
= h[a), Ui{e} = h(b) and e is a beginning of/ and F(t, у 2, ..., J'„) = /Î(Î^) for some 
subterm v ф Vof b. We have v = F(i\, .,., v„) for some terms v^, ..., v^. Since /1(1̂ 2) == 
= ^2» •••? ^^(O ~ 3̂n? '̂2? •••5 ^n ^^^ pairwise different variables. From this and from 
b = (J^{w) it follows easily that v — F{x^, ..., x„) = a. Now h[a) = F{t, у2, ..., л ) 
and we can use the induction assumption. 
Especially, for i = к WQ get (a, c) e С 
7.2. Proposition. Let (a, b) be 32-special. Put С = Cn(a, b). Then С is just the 
least element T of ^^ with the following two properties: 
(1) T^E,-
(2) if (u, v) is either nice or 31-'Special then (u, v) G T iff' (t/, v) e C. 
Proof. It is easy. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of the following proposition. 
7.3. Proposition. Let (a, b) be a 33-special equation. Put С =•- Cn(a, b). Then С 
is just the greatest element T of ^^ with the following two properties: 
( l ) r ç : £ ^ ; 
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(2) // (w, v) is either nice or 31special then (u, v) e T ijf {u, v) e C. 
Proof. Evidently, the theory С has both these properties. Let T be any element 
of i f J with these two properties. Let (c, J) G T, с ф d. We must prove (c, d) e С 
Let F be as above and put n = n^. If r i s a term and e^, ..., Cf, is an independent 
sequence of elements of Ep{t), we put '̂ '̂ ',,...,6^(0 "̂  êi-/'i(fe) ••• ^e;c:/',c(/')(0 where 
/?i, ..., hj^ are substitutions such that K^i) == ^̂ 1(̂ )5 •••̂  K^ù ~ K{(^)' 
7.4. Lemma. Let t be a term, e e £^(0 and let e^, ..., Cf, be an independent sequence 
of elements of Ep{t). Put и = Sj^t) and v = S^^^ ^^^^[t). Then there exist an in­
dependent sequence fI, ---^fp of elements of Ep(u) and an independent sequence 
Qi, ••-, Qq of elements of Effv) such that Sf^^^^^jJ^ii) = ^g^,...,gq{p)• 
Proof. Consider first the case e = ei{F,j)f for some г G {1, . . . , /c} , some je 
G {1, ..., n} and some / . Denote by h^, ..., h^„ all the (pairwise different) elements 
h G E{b) such that b(hy = Xj. We can put ( / j , .. .,/p) = (e^, ..., e,.) and (д^, ..., g^) = 
- {ej%j\...,eihj). 
Now consider the case e = ^,-for some i ё {1, ..., /c}. Then we can put (/1, ....fp) = 
- (^1, ..., e,_i,e, + i, ..., в;,) and (öfi, ..., ö'J = 0. 
Finally, consider the remaining case. Then denote b y / j , . . . , /p all the (pairwise 
different) elements/G E such that one of the following two cases takes place: 
(i) / G {^1, ..., Cj^ and e is not a beginning of/; 
(ii) there exist an i e {1, ..., n], an / G £ with e(F, /) / e {e^, ..., ê } and an /z G £ ( Ь ) 
with b{h} = Xi such t h a t / = e/ii. 
Further, put (éfi, ..., é'J = (^)- It is easy to verify ^^.„.../Д^) = -^^.„ .„JÎ^) . 
By a direct (a, b)-proof we mean an (a, b)-proof UQ, ...,UI, such that for every 
i e {1, ..., k}, (t/j_i,Wj) is an immediate consequence of (a, b); i.e. for every ie 
G {1, ...,k] there exists an e e Ep{ui^i) such that Ui = 5g(wj_i). 
7.5. Lemma. Let UQ, ••., t̂m ^^ <̂  direct (a, b)-proof; let и be a term such that 
и = «S'gj ĝ Wo) /^^ 5ome independent sequence e^, ..., /̂̂  0/ elements of EP(UQ), 
Then there exists an independent sequence f^, -.-.fp of elements of Ер{и^^ such 
that there is a direct (a, b)-proof from и to Sf^jJ^Uj^. 
Proof. It follows from 7.4 by induction on m. 
7.6. Lemma. Let (w, v) e C. Then there exist a term VVQ, a direct (a, byproof 
from и to WQ and a direct (a, byproof from v to WQ. 
Proof. It follows from 7.5 by induction on the length of an (a, b)-proof from и to v. 
Let us fix pairwise difi'erent variables y^, ..., y„ diff'erent from Xi, ..., x„ and not 
belonging to var(c). 
For every term t define a set SU(r) of terms as follows: if t = Xi then и e SU(t) 
Ш {F{y,,,.., y,l U)EC; if teV\{x,} then SU(;) = {?}; if ï = G{t,,..., t„^) for 
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some Ge A and some terms t^, ..., r„^ then SU(/) = {G(wi, ..., w„^); u^ e SU(ri), .. . 
. . . , w „ ^ e S U ( Q } . 
7.7. Lemma. Let UQ, ...,и^ be a direct (a, b)-proof and let there exist a term и 
such that Xi e var(i/), j j , ..., y„ Ф var(w) and UQ e Sü(w). Then there exists a term v 
such that (w, v)e С and Uj, E SU(i;). 
Proof. It is enough to consider the case /c = 1, since the general case follows 
from this one by induction. There is an e e Ep(tio) such that t/̂  = S^UQ). If there is 
a n / G E(U) such that w</> = x^ a n d / i s a beginning of ^, we can evidently put v = u. 
Consider the opposite case. Then e e Ep(u) and it is not much difficult to see that 
we can put v = SQ(U). 
Evidently, it is enough to assume that x e var(c) and the equation {<^F(yi,...,yn){^)^ 
^Пух,...,уп){^^)) ^^ ^^^^- ^^^^ equation belongs to Tand so it belongs to С By 7.6 there 
exist a term WQ, a direct (a, b)-proof from (^р(у1,...,угг){^) to WQ and a direct (a, b)-
proof from (Ур(у1,...,уп){'^) to WQ. By 7.7, there are terms w^, W2 such that (c, ч\) e C, 
Wo G SU(Wi), (d, W2) e C, WQG SU^W^). 
7.8. Lemma. Let t,u be terms such that var(r) = var(w), y^, ...,};„ ^ var(t) and 
SU(f) n SU(w) is non-empty. Then t = u. 
Proof. By induction on À{t) -\- À(u). First of all, let ? = x = x^ and и Ф x. There 
is a term p e SlJ(t) n SU(w). Since p e SU(w), we have (p, (^НУ1,.-,УП){^)) ^ ^- Since 
p e SU(r), we have (p, Е{у^, ..., y„)) e С Hence (Ö-J(^^,...,УМ, E{y^, ..., у,)) G С. 
From this (a, сГд(м)) G С; but var(M) = {x] and w ф x, a contradiction with the fact 
that (a, b) is 33-special. If w ~ x, the proof is quite analogous. If either t or и belongs 
to (l^\{^}) ^ AQ, everything is evident. Now let t = G(ti, ..., t„^) and и ^ 
= H(ui, ..., w„ĵ ) for some G, H e A and some terms r ,̂ ..., r„^, t/^, ..., u„^. Since 
S(f) n iS(w) is non-empty, we have G = FL Som.e term p belongs to S(t) n S{u). 
We can write p == G(pi, ..,, p„^) for some Pi,-.-, Pnc'-> ^^ hsi\Q p^ G SU(?i) n 
n SU(wi), ..., p,^ G SU(r„^) n SU(îi„^). By induction, r̂  - w-,, ..., f„̂  - г̂ ,̂  and 
so t = u. 
By 7.8 we get vv̂  — УУ2. From this (c, J) G С follows immediately. This ends the 
proof of 7.3. 
8. STRICTLY LARGE TYPES, THE FORMULAS 
I f / (Z , ...) is a formula and X is its free variable, then we define two new formulas 
^ [ / ( Z , ...)] and x [ / ( X •••)] as follows: 
^ [ / ( Z , ...)] ^ f{X,...) & VX'(/(Z', . . . )-> Z ' ^ Z ) , 
^ [ / ( Z , . . . ) ] ^ / ( X , . . . ) & V Z t / ( Z ' , . . . ) - . Z ^ ZO . 
Definition. ЫХ, Y^ ^^ ^) ^ ^75(A% У, 7) & ЭР, Q{P<QSL cp,o{X. 7, P, A) & 
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8.1. Lemma. Let A be a strictly large type. Then: 
(i) (pjsiX, Y, Y) in ^^ iff there are {F, i) e A*-^^ and terms a, b such that X = 
= {F, 0* and Y = Hfja, b). 
(ii) (Pi(,{X, Y, A, B) in J^^ iff there are (F, i) e A'-^^ and terms a, b such that 
X = {F, /•)*, Y = Hpj{a, b), A = a*, В = b*. 
Definition, (i) (pjj(X, Y) = ЭА, B{ç^^{X, Y, A, B)ScW, C((P3iiY, U) -» 
-> ({(pJX, U, A, C) -* B= C)&{cp^в{X, U, C, B) ̂  A =^ C)))). 
(ii) (P78{X, Y) = (pyj{X, Y)&3A, B((p^^{X, Y, A, B)& -lA S В & -IB S A). 
(iii) q>j^(X, Y) = (PT,(X, Y)&4A, B{(p,^{X, У, A, B) & (w,(^) VEL co,(ß))). 
(iv) (pso{X, Y) = cpj^iX, Y) & ЗА, В, С. D, U, X^X^ia^iV) & VP(a(P) ^ 
^ (ao(P) VEL ai(P) WELU = P))&U < X, &U < X2&X^ Ф X2& 
&(р2^>(Х^,С,А)&(р2д(Х2,В,В)& -]cai{C)& -lo),{D)&(py^(X, Y, A, B)). 
(v) (psi{X, Y) = (рл(Х, Y) & ЗА, В, U((p^(,(X, Y, А, В) & П(И,(Л) & -]о),{В) & 
& â2{U) & VP(a(P) -> (ао{Р) VEL ai(P) VEL L̂  = P)) & (Л = t/ VEL ß = t/)). 
(vi) (psiiX, Y) = (p^j{X, Y)& ЗА, B{(p-,^{X, Y,A,B)8L ä2{A)& Л2{В)& Л Ф ß & 
& VC/(a(C/) -> (о!о(г7) VEL «,([/) VEL [/ = Л VEL D' = ß))). 
(vii) <p8 
& П(^82(Х 7)-
(viii) (P84(X 7) ЕЕ ф8о(Х, У) & VZ, л , В{{ср,^{Х, Z, л , Б) & c/)3i(7, Z)) -> 
-> (ЗС Ф17(С Л) ^ 3D (^1,(1), Б))). 
& cpJX, В, в,, В^) & (p,s{X, у, ^2 , ^ 3 , с ) & ^2 Ф ̂ 3 & ^1 (< )̂ & 
& (PesiX, у, ^2. ^ 3 , С)&В2 ф ^з) -^ 3(7 (PesiX, У, ̂ , ß, t/)). 
(х) cpse(X, У) = ф81(Х У)& 3Z(^85(X Z)&(PJS(X, У, Z) & П(Р72(Х Z)). 
8.2. Lemma. LÉ̂ ^ zl be Ö strictly large type. Let j e {77, 78, ..., 86}. Then (pj{X, У) 
^^ ^л Ш there are (F, i) e A^^^ and terms a, b such that X = (F, /)*, У = Hp J^a, b) 
and: 
(i) if j = 11 then var(a) = var(b); 
(ii) if j = 78 then {a, b) is a parallel equation; 
(iii) if j = 79 then var(a) = var(b) and (a, b) is as in 4.2(2); 
(iv) // j = 80 then var(fl) = var(b) and (a, b) is as in 4.2(3); 
(v) if j = 81 then var(a) = var(b) and (a, b) is as in 4.2(4); 
(vi) if j = 82 then var(a) = var(6) and (a, b) is as in 4.2(5); 
(vii) if j = 83 then (a, b) is a nice equation; 
(viii) if j :== 84 then var(a) = var(b) and (a, b) is as in 4.2(3) with x = y; 
(ix) if j = 85 then var(a) = var(b), (a, b) is as in 4.2(4) and there are a term 
w and a variable x such that var(H) = [x] and either b = (^ai^) or a = cr^w); 
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(x) ' / j = 86 then var(a) = var(b), (a, h) is as in 4.2(4) and (a, b) has a non-
trivial consequence as in the last case. 
Definition, (i) ф,8{Х, Y, Т) = ЗА, В,С, D, E{(p'js{X, У) & (p^6{X, Y,A,B)&C = 
= /1 V В&ф^з{0)&Е = D л C&TuE&VU{e{U)-^{TU С/<-> С ^ t/)) & 
&VP3Ö(P < 7--^ (( ;(ß)&P й Q&nA ^ Q&^B й ô)))-
(ii) ф,,{Х, Y, Т) = iAi8(X, Y, T) & VZ 3l/(((p^„(Z, Y Z)&q,^,siX, Z)) -> 
->(iA,8(Z,Z,L')&U S T)). 
(iii) .A2o(^, V-, T) s гр|з(Х, y )& '•[|?,з(Т)& V/1, B(^ , , (Z , A, В)-^{Вй T^ 
^ (p',,{X, Y, A)))]. 
(iv) ф2^(X, Y, T) = (p%(Z, y)& Пф'72(^, Y)&rlW{{(.{U)&T й U)-^ co,([/))& 
& V/1, В{ф2о{Х, .4, ß) -> (ß й Т^ (р',,{Х, У, Л)))]. 
(v) ф22{Х, Y Т) ш cpl^iX, У)& П(риХ, Y)&3Q «1(0) & T'Ai з(Г)& 
& \/А. В(ф2о{Х, А, В) - . (В й Т^ (р'-„(Х, У, /•))))]. 
(vi) <Азз(^, У, Т) s c/.|4(-^, У)& Пф^78(Х Y)& -]3Q а]{С)&г[ф,,{Т)& 
& V/1, ß((i//]9(X -4, ß) VEL i//2o(Z, A. B)) ~> (B й T<-^ (PjsiX, У А))) & 
& ЗС, D{(p'-jf,{X, Y, С, D) & V£(((//3(E) & Г g £) -> (С ^ £ & û ^ £)))]. 
(vii) ф^^Х, Y, T) E, (pl,{X, y ) & -Icp'^siX, y ) & ПЭеа';(е)&т[>^1з(Т)& 
& \/A, В({ф^д(Х, A, B) VEL ф2о{Х, A, B) VEL ф2з{Х, A, B)) -^ (B й T*^ 
^ (P'TS{X, y. A)) & 3C, D{(p'j^{X, y, C, D) & Щ(фз(Е) &. T й E)-^ 
-^ (C g £ & D g; £)))]• 
(viii) ф2^{Х, Y, T) s ,?,|5(Z, y )& ^[^,з(Т)& 
& VA, В{{ф2о{Х, A, B) VEL ^22(^, ^- ß) VEL i/^j^A', A, ß)) ^ (ß ^ T^ 
^ ^ „̂(Z, y, A)))]. 
(ix) ф2ь{Х, y, Г) s ç)| ,(Z, y )& ^[^1з(Г)& VA, ß((^2o(^' ^ ' -B) VEL 
ф2,{Х, A, B)) -^{ВйТ^ <р',,{Х, Y АЩ. 
(x) ф2,(Х, y, Г) нг (p|i(Z, y )& 1<PUX, y )& ^ [ ^ n ( r ) & VA, ß((^2o(^, -4, ß) 
VEL ф.^Х, A, В)) -.(В^Т^ <p',,{X, Y, A)))]. 
(xi) ф2^{Х, y, T) s ,Ai,(Z, y, T) VEL iA2o(^, î̂ , Г) VEL ф2,{Х, У, Т) 
VEL ф22{Х, У Г) VEL t/̂ 24(X, Y, Т) VEL ^2б(Х Y, T) VEL ^27(^, i", 7) 
VEL(<p'„'(Z, y)&aJo(r)) . 
8.3. Lemma. Let Л be a strictly large type. Then ф28{^' Y, Т) in i f j iff there 
are (F, i) e A'-^^ and two terms a, b such that var(a) = var(b), Z = Z((F, /)*), 
У = Z{Hpj{a, b)) and Г = Cn(a, b). 
Proof. It is a formalization of Sections 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7. 
&Definition. (i) ф2у{Х, У, Г) = (р'т^{Х, Y, У)& -Icp'jjiX, Y)& п^1з(Т)& 
VA, В(ф2^{Х, A, ß ) -^ (ß ^ Т^ cp'-,s{X, У, A))). 
(ii) iA3o(Z, Y, T) s ф2s{X, y, Г) VEL ./.„(X, Y, T). 
(iii) .A3i(^) = 3A,i?./ '3o(^,iJ,^)-
(iv) ф,2{Х) =- ЗА, ß(<P 7̂3(A, ß) & Щс'гМ, В, С) ^ ЗП{Фзо{А, С, D)& D ^ Z))). 
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8.4. Lemma. Let Л be a strictly large type. Then: 
(i) ф29{Х^ y^ T) in 5£^ iff there are (F, /) e A^'^^ and two terms a, b such that 
var(a) Ф var(b), X = Z((F, /)*), У = Z{Hpj{a, b)) and T= Cn{a, b). 
(") Фзо{^^ 5̂ T) in ^^ iff there are (F, /) e A^^^ and two terms a, b such that 
X = Z((F, /)*), Y= Z{Hjrj{a, b)) and T= Cn{a, b). 
(iii) \l/si{X) in S£^ iffX is one-based. 
(iv) 'AaiW '̂" '^A iff ^ is finitely based. 
Proof. It is a well known and easy fact that if A is large then every equational 
theory which is not contained in E^ is uniquely determined by its intersection with Ej 
together with the fact that it is not contained in E^. From this the assertion (i) follows. 
The rest is obvious. 
8.5. Lemma. Let A be strictly large and let h be an automorphism of 5£^. Then 
?̂ ^ Qcj for some (c,f) e H^. 
Proof. By 2.8, a restriction of h is an automorphism of the lattice of EDZ-theories 
of type A. Hence by Theorem 7.7 of [2] there exists a pair (c , / ) e Gj = H^ such that 
h{Z{Ä)) = Q^j(Z{A)) for all A e J^j . Using the formula ф^о we see that h{T) =--
= Q^. f{T) for every one-based equational theory T. Since any equational theory 
is the join of one-based theories, we get h = Q^ j . 
Let J be a strictly large type and let (Ö^, bj), ..., (a„, b„) be a non-empty finite 
sequence of equations such that if i Ф j then the sets var((r//) u var(bj), var(a/) u 
u var(bj) are disjoint. Then we define a formula OA,iaiM,-,(an.bn){'^) ^^ follows. 
Let us fix a pair (F, /) e A^^^ and pairwise different variables x, y^, ..., y^ not belonging 
to var(öi) u var(bi) u ... u var(<2„) u var(b„). Put t^ = Hpiyj^a^, bj), ..., t„ = 
=-- Hp^iA^n. K\ t = Hpj^^{ti,..., / J . Put 
& ул, В, с{ф,о{л, в,с)-^{с йх<-^ (PUÄ, Z В)))) . 
Now we get evidently 
8.6. Lemma. Let A be strictly large and let (a^, b^), ...,(a„, b„) be as above. 
Then 0ААа,,ь,),...,(апм{^) ^^ ^'^ ^^ X = h{Cn{{a^, Ь^), ..., {a^, Ь„))) for some 
automorphism h of ^^. 
9. LARGE BUT NOT STRICTLY LARGE TYPES 
An equation (a, b) of type A is called 1-nice if A is large but not strictly large, 
a < b and either a, b contain no variables or there are a variable x, a symbol F e A^ 
and two integers n, m with 0 < n < m such that a = F"x, b = F^x. 
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9.1. Proposition. Let (a, b) be a l-nice equation. Put С = Cn(a, b). Then С is 
just the greatest element T of Si^^ with the following three properties: 
(2) the least EDZ-theory containing Tequals 7.(a); 
(3) // (w, v) is a parallel equation then (w, v) e T iff (u, v) e C. 
Proof. Evidently, the theory С has all these three properties. Let T be any element 
with these three properties. Let (c, d) e T. We must prove (c, d) e C; it is enough to 
consider the case с < d. There are two sequences p, qeA^~'^ and an element z G F u 
u ^0 such that с =^ pz and d =-- qz. 
Consider first the case when a, b contain no variables. By (2) we have a ^ с and 
so z E AQ, (a, b) = (sz, tz) for some sequences s, t e A^~^ and 5 is a beginning of p. 
There is a symbol F e A^ such that t ends with F and a symbol G e A^\ {F}. Let 
n > Max {À(b), À(d)). The equation (FG"pz, FG"qz) is parallel and belongs to Г, 
so that it belongs to C. Let UQ, ..., U/, be an (a, 6)-proof from FG"pz to FG"qz. It is 
easy to verify by induction on / e {0, . . . , /c} that w- = FG"rz for some r with (pz, rz) G 
G С. Especially, (pz, qz) e C. 
Now consider the case (a, b) = (F"x, F'"x). Let us fix a symbol G e A^ ^{^] ^^^ 
an integer n > Max (Я(Ь), A(J)). 
Let z G /1o- Î ^ the equation (G"pz, G"qz) is parallel then by (3) it belongs to С and 
so evidently (pz, qz) e C. Suppose that it is not parallel, so that q ^ G^p for some 
/c ^ 1. Then the equation {Fpz, Fqz) is parallel, so that it belongs to C; but then 
the number of the G's in Fp equals the number of the G's in Fq, evidently a contra­
diction. 
Let z G К The equation {FG"pG"Fz, FG"qG"Fz) is parallel and belongs to T, so 
that it belongs to C; hence the number of the G's in FG"pG"F equals the number of 
the G's in FG"qG"F; hence the number of the G's in p equals the number of the G's 
in q. Hence q consists not only of the G's. The equation (pqz, qpz) is either parallel 
or trivial and belongs to T, so that it belongs to С From this it follows that p = 
= G^PQG^ and q = G^q^G^ for some k, I '^ 0 and sequences PQ, q^ that neither 
begin nor end with G. Now it is clear that [G'^pG^z, G"qG"z) is a parallel equation, 
so that it belongs to C; but then evidently (pz, qz) e C. 
An equation (a, b) of type A is called 2-nice if A is large but not strictly large and 
there are a variable x, two non-empty sequences s, t E A^~^ and two symbols F, G E 
G Al such that a = sx, b — tx, a < b, neither 5 nor t starts with F and neither s not t 
ends with G. 
9.2. Proposition. Let {a, b) = (sx, tx) be l-nice. Put С = Cn{a, b). Then С is 
just the greatest element Tof ^j with the following two properties: 
(1) T^ E,-
(2) if (u, v) is either parallel or i-nice then (w, v) G T iff (U, V) G С. 
Proof. Evidently, С has these properties. Let TE^^ have these properties and 
let (c, d) G T, We must prove (c, d) E C. It is enough to consider the case when 
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с < d and с = px, d ^ qx for some p, q E A^~\ Let n > Max (Я(Ь), 2((i)). Let F, С 
be as above. The equation (pqx, qpx) is either parallel or trivial, so that it belongs 
to C. Denote by к (resp. /) the greatest non-negative integer such that F^ is a beginning 
of pq (resp. F^ is a beginning of ^p). Since neither 5 nor t starts with F, evidently 
к = I. We can assume that (/7x, qx) is not 1-nice. From this it follows that the largest 
beginning of the form F ' in p is the same as in q. Analogously, the largest end of the 
form С in p is the same as in q. From this it follows that (F"pG"x, F"qG"x) is a parallel 
equation, so that it belongs to С But then evidently (px, qx) e C. 
An equation {a, b) of type Л is called 3-nice if Л is large but not strictly large, 
(a, b) is not 2-nice and there are a variable x, two non-empty sequences 5, t e A^'"^ 
and a symbol F E A^ such that a = sx, b ~ tx, a < b and neither s nor ^ starts 
with F. 
An equation (a, b) of type A is called 4-nice if A is large but not strictly large, 
(a, b) is not 2-nice and there are a variable x, two non-empty sequences s, ^G zl̂ ~^ 
and a symbol F E A^ such that a =-- 5X, b — tx, a < b and neither 5 nor ^ ends with F. 
An equation (a, b) of type zl is called 5-nice if A is large but not strictly large, 
(a, b) is neither 2-nice nor 3-nice nor 4-nice and there are a variable x and two 
non-empty sequences s, t E A^"^ such that a === sx, b = tx, a < b. 
9.3. Proposition. Let (a, b) = (sx, tx) be 5-nice, Put С = Cn(a, Ь). Then С is 
just the least element T of ^^ with the following three properties: 
(1) T^E,-
(2) the least EDZ-theory containing T equals Z(a); 
(3) if(u, v) is either parallel or 2-nice or 3-nice or 4-nice then (w, v) E T iff (11, v) E C. 
Proof. Evidently, С has these three properties. Let Г have these three properties. 
We must prove (a, Ь)Е T. By (2) there exists a sequence w G zl̂ ~^ such that (sx, их) E 
E Tand sx < их. 
Denote by F the first symbol in 5 and by G the first symbol in t. We have F Ф G 
and AI = { F , G ] . Denote by n the positive integer such that G"F is a beginning of t. 
Evidently, whenever (sx, t'x) E С then t' = G^'^Ft" for some /c ^ 0 and some t". 
Consider the following cases. 
Case L There is a sequence tQEA^~^ such that [sx, tox)EC, sx < t^x and t^ 
begins with F. Put t = t^st2, t^ = 0̂1̂ 0̂25 ^̂ t к be the length of t^t2 and let / be the 
length of 0̂1̂ 02- ^^^ have (sx, t\st\x) E C, (SX, t^Q^st^Q2^) ^ ^? since the sequences t\st2 
and 4i'̂ ^o2 ^^^ of the same length, the equation {t\st^2^, 0̂1 •̂ 0̂2̂ ) 's parallel and so 
belongs to T. The equation [tx, t\st{x) is either 2-nice or 3-nice and belongs to C, 
so that it belongs to T. The equation (sx, 4i'^^o2^) is either 2-nice or 3-nice and belongs 
to C, so that it belongs to Г. Hence (sx, rx) G T. 
Case 2. r Ф Gs and there is no sequence t^ as in Case L We have [Gsx, Gux) E T 
and this equation is either parallel or 2-nice or 3-nice, so it belongs to С Let UQ, ..., M̂  
be an (a, b)-proof from Gsx to Gux. Let us prove by induction on г G {0, . . . , /с} 
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that и I = Gpx for some p with (sx, px)e С For / = 0 it is evident. Let Ui = Gpx, 
(sx, px)e C, i < k. The term Ui + i is obtained from ŵ  if either a connected part s 
in Gp is replaced by ^ or a connected part t in Gp is replaced by 5. If the connected 
part is a part of p, everything is evident. Jf p =^ s and the connected part is not 
a part of p, then t = Gs, a contradiction. It remains to consider the case when 
p Ф 5, so that p starts with G and Wj + i IS obtained from ŵ  il a beginning t of и^ 
is replaced by s. Since t is a beginning of Gp and Gp starts with GG, we have n ^ 2. 
We have p = G^"F^ for some q and some / ^ 1. But then t must begin with GG^^'F, 
a contradiction. The induction is finished. Especially, (sx, их) e С Hence (их, tx) e C; 
since (sx, их) e С and we are not in Case 1, either (их, tx) or (tx, их) is either parallel 
or 2-nice or 3-nice or trivial and so (их, tx) e T. Hence (sx, tx) e T. 
Case 3. t = Gs, Then (sx, tx) is either 2-nice or 4-nice, a contradiction. This case 
is impossible. 
9.4. Proposition. Let (a, b) = (sx, tx) be either Ъ-тсе or 4-nice. Put С = Cn(a, b). 
Then С is just the least element Tof ^j with the following three properties: 
(2) the least EDZ-theory containing Tequals Z(a); 
(3) // (u, v) is either parallel or 2-nice then (u, v) e T ijf (u, v) e С 
Proof. Evidently, С has these three properties. Let Thave these three properties. 
We must prove (a, Ь)Е T. We shall consider only the case when (a,b) is 4-nice; 
the 3-nice case is quite similar. Since (a, b) is not 2-nice, A contains precisely two unary 
symbols. Let H be the last symbol in s, so that H is the last symbol in t, too. 
By (2) there exists a sequence и such that (sx, их) G Tand sx < их. Suppose that и 
does not end with H. Then (sux, usx) is a parallel equation belonging to T, so that 
it belongs to C; but s, r bo th end with the same symbol and so any consequence 
of (sx, tx) must evidently have the same property; we get a contradiction. This proves 
that и ends with H, too. 
Denote by F the first symbol in 5 and by G the first symbol in t. Since (a, b) \s 
4-nice, we have F #= G and A^ = {F, G}. Now we can define the positive integer n 
and distinguish Cases 1, 2, 3 as in the proof of 9.3. Cases 1 and 2 can be solved simi­
larly as in the proof of 9.3. The case t = Gs remains. Evidently, (sx, px) e С iïï 
p = G ŝ for some /c ^ 0. We have (Gsx, Gux) e T; this equation is either parallel 
or 2-nice and so belongs to С Hence (sx, Gux) e С and so и = G^s for some /c ^ 1. 
We get (sx, Mx) e C. Now (sx, tx) e T follows easily. 
An equation (a, b) of type A is called 6-nice if A is a large but not strictly large 
type and there are a variable x and a non-empty sequence s e A^~'^ such that a = x 
and b = sx. 
9.5. Proposition. Let (a, b) = (x, sx) be a ß-nice equation. Put С = Cn(a, b). 
Then С is just the least element T of ^^^ with the following three properties: 
(1) r ç E/, 
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(2) the least EDZ-theory containing Tequals W^ x W^; 
(3) if (îi, v) is either 2-nice or S-nice or 4-nice or 5-nice then {u, v) e T iff (u, v) e C. 
Proof. Evidently, С has (1), (2), (3). Let Thave (1), (2), (3). There is a non-empty 
sequence и e A^~^ such that (x, их) e T. The equation (их, sux) belongs to С and is 
either 2-nice or 3-nice or 4-nice or 5-nice, so that it belongs to T. Evidently (sx, sux) e T 
and so (их, sx) e T; we get (x, sx) e T. 
10. LARGE BUT NOT STRICTLY LARGE TYPES, THE FORMULAS 
10.1. Lemma. Let A be a large unary type, let F e A^, let x, y be two different 
variables and let Te^^, Then (Fx,Fy)e T^ Z(F*) iff' the following three con­
ditions are satisfied: 
( 1 ) Г ф £ , ; 
(2) the least EDZ-theory containing Tequals Z(F*); 
(3) whenever A is an EDZ-theory such that A Ç Z(F*) and A ^ Хцг^ then Z.(F'^) = 
= A V T. 
Proof. First assume that (Fx,Fy)e T ç Z(F*). Then (1) and (2) are evident. 
Let A be an EDZ-theory, 1^^ Ф A с Z(F*). We have A = Z(U) for some non­
empty full set U. Let a, b e F*. We must prove (a, Ь)Е A v T. There are sequences 
Si, S2, ^1, t2, и E A^~^ and variables Zj, Z2 such that a ~ S1FS2Z1, b = t^Ft2^2 ^^^ 
их e v. We have (s^Fs2Z^, s^Fux) e F, (s^Fux, t^Fux) e A, (t^Ft2Z2,tiFux) e Fand 
so (a, b)eA V T. 
Now assume that (1), (2), (3) are satisfied. By (2) we have T Ç Z(F*) and so it 
remains to prove that (Fx,Fy)E F. By (1) there is a sequence SEA^~^ such that 
(sx, sj') E F; by (2), F is contained in s. Put A — Z(sx), By (3) we have (Fx, Fy) E 
E A \/ T. Suppose (Fx, Fy) ф T. Then there are terms a, b such that (Fx, a) E F, 
(a, b) E A and a ф b. Since (a, b) e A, we have a = tz for some sequence t E zl^"^ 
and a variable z such that sx ^ tz. Since (sx, sy) E Fand sx ^ rz, we have (tz, ty) E 
E F. We get (Fx, ty) e Fand so (Fx, F j ) e F. 
Definition. фзз(Х, Y) = al(^) & у[1ф1з(У) & V^(e(^) -^ (У ^ Л ̂  X ^ Л)) & 
& УЛ((е(Л) & Л ^ X & Псоо(^)) -> X - Л V У)]. 
10.2. Lemma. Let А be а large unary type. Then фзз(Х, Y) in if^ iff there are 
an F E Ai and two different variables x, y such thatX = Z(F*) and Y = Cn(Fx, Fy). 
Definition. ф^^А, В, Т) E= T%A) & т'(В) &ПА^В&1В^Л& 
Sc (Щ(х1(Р) &Ай P) ^3Q(oc{(Q) ScB й Q))Sc 3C, D, E(C[E(C) & А й С SC 
Sc В й С] Sc ^1з(^) SCE=^DACSCTUESC Ще(и) -^ (T ^ U ^ С S Щ) & 
VP 3Q(P < F-> (e(Q) ScP й QSclAS Q&'~\B S Q))-
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10.3. Lemma. Let A be a large but not strictly large type. Then фз/уА, В, Т) 
in ^^ iff there is a parallel equation (a, b) such that A = Z(fl), В = Z(b) and 
T = Cn{a, b). 
Définition. фз5(Х,, X.. Y) = Фзз(^1, X^, Y) & ((пЭС4(<^0) "^ 
-> ал. ß, Т{(р\{Х2. А) & 1Азз(^2, В) & ф,^{А, У, Т)8сТй В)), 
10.4. Lemma. Let А be а large but not strictly large type. Then ф25{Х1, X2-, Y) 
in c^j iff there are tw^o different symbols F^GEA^ and a variable x such that 
X, - Z(F*), X2 = Z(G'0 and Y= Z((GFx)*). 
Let zl be a large but not strictly large type, let F G zlj and let t be a term; let (A, U) 
be the fine F-code of t. Then (Z(^), Z((7)) is said to be the fine F-code of t in if j . 
Similarly we can introduce the notions of an (F, G, w, x)-code and of a fine 
(F, G, w, x)-code of a non-empty finite sequence of terms in ^^ (see Section 5 of [2]). 
Definition. фзв(^^ ^•> ^u B, U2, C, I/3, D, U^) = ЗХ2, Y{фзs{^^ ^ъ Y)& 
& ф 5̂о(Х, ^ 2 , У, Л, L/j, Б, 02, С, L^3. ̂ . Ь'4))-
10.5. Lemma. Let А be а large but not strictly large type. Then ф2в{^^ ^^ ^ ь В, 
1/2, С, t/з, D, 1/4) in ^^ iff there are an F e A^ and terms a, b, c, d such that 
X = Z(F*), {A, l / i) , {B, и2). (С, l/з), (D, L/4) are r/ié? ^/ie F-coJes of a, b, c, J 
(^respectively) and (c, J) fs a consequence of (a, b). 
Definition, (i) (Psi{X, A, U^, Б, U2) - (р4з{Х, A, и^)&(р^з{Х, Б, (72) & 
& ((7i = и2 VEL (ao(L/0 & ao(L^2)))-
(ii) (pss{X. Л, и I, B, U2) = cpsii^. Л, Uj, JB, [/2) & ПЛ ^ ß & ПБ ̂  Л. 
(iii) (P89(Z, Л, l7i,J5,1/2) = (P87(^, ^ Д / i , ^ , ^ 2 ) & Л <̂  Б & Л Ф В Sc ({QCO{U ̂ ) & 
& 060(0̂ 2)) VEL 3y(ai(y) & (P2{Y, B) & ncOi(y4))). 
(iv) (pgo{X,A,L\,B,U2) - c/)87(X, Л, C7\, Б, L/2) & Л <̂  Б & Л Ф ß & -\OJJ^A)SL 
& nao( (7 i )&üi = 172&ЗХ2, У, F, 0(фзз(^,-^2. y ) & a i ( P ) & a i ( e ) & 
& "1936(^,-^2, ZP,A)& -1(рз^{Х,Х2, ZP,B)& Пф4б(^,Х2, y, о , Л)& 
&-lcp^e{X,X2,ZQ.B)). 
(v) фсм(^,/1, ( / , ,Б , 1/2) ^ ф87(^, ^ , ^ ь ^ , ^ 2 ) & Л <̂  Б & Л Ф Б & ncoi(yl)& 
& -i.ao(C/i)&t/i = U2& -](PC,O{X,A,U\,B,U2)SL3X2, У, Р ( Ф З З ( ^ , ^ 2 , ^) & 
&а1(Р)&((П(^зб(^,-^2, >^,Р^Л)& Псрзв{Х,Х2, У,Р,Б))УЕ1(Пф4б(Х,Х2, У, Р, 
Л)&-и/)4б(.Х,Х2, У,Р,Б)))). 
(vi) (рд2{Х, А, l / i , Б, L/2) - (p8i{X, А, и^,В,и2)&А<В8сА^ Б & -la)i(^) & 
& -]ао{и^)&и^ = 02 & -l(pgo{X,A.U,,B,U2)& ~](pgi{X, A,U^, ВЛ^У 
(vii) (рдз{Х, А, и,. Б, и2) = Ф87(^, л, и,. Б, U2) & oj,{A) Sc -lœ,{B). 
10.6. Lemma. Let A be a large but not strictly large type. Let i e {87, 88, ..., 93]. 
Then (pi(X,A, l / | , B, U2) in J^j iff there are an FeA^ and an equation (a, b) 
such that X = F*, (A, U^) is the fine F-code of a, (Б, U2) is the fine F-code of b and: 
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(i) // (' = 87 then var(a) == var(i)); 
(ii) (/ (• = 88 then (a, b) is parallel; 
(iii) if i = 89 then (a, b) is \-nice; 
(iv) if i = 90 then (a, b) is 2-nice; 
(v) // г = 91 then (a, b) is either 3-nice or 4-nice; 
(vi) (/ (' = 92 then (a, b) is 5-nice\ 
(vii) (/ i ~ 93 then (a, b) is 6-nice. 
Definition, (i) фз^{X, A, L/,, B, L/j, T) s (р1^{Х, A, U^, B, U2) & ФЗА{А, В, Т). 
(ii) i/'38(X, A, Ui, B, U2, T) = (PU{X, A , U , , B, ( ; , )& ''^[^,з(Т)& VP(£(F) ^ 
-> (T ^ P -(^ л ïS P)) & VC, F„ D, F2, и(1Аз7(Х, С, Fl, 7), F2, U) -̂  
^ (U ^ T ^ Фзб{х',А, U„ B, L/j. C, Fl, 7), F,)))]. 
(iii) .//3c,(X, Л, l/i, B, U„ T) ^ q,lo{X, A, L/,, B, и2)&^[ф,з{Т)& 
& VC, F,, 7), V2, и((.Аз,(Х, С, Fl, D, F^, U) VEL ^з8(Х, С, F,, D, Fj, l/)) -^ 
-^{U й Т^ф,,{Х, Л, Ui, В, и2, С, Fl, D, F2)))]. 
(iv) .A4o(X, Л, Ui, В, 02, T) = <pl,{X, A, L/,, B, L/2)& г[>А1з(^)& VP(8(P) -^ 
-^ (Г g P ^ Л g P)) & VC, Fl, D, V2, U((^37(X, C, Fl, D, F^, U) VEL ф,^{Х, С, F„ 
7), F., L7)) -^{U йТ^ ф,,{Х, Л, Ui, В, ü^, С, F„ D, F^)))]. 
(v) iA4i(X, Л, U,, B, V2, T) ^ (PUX, Л, [/1, B, l/2)& 7[>А,з(Т)& VP(£(P) -^ 
-^{TS^P^AU P)) & VC, Fl, D, V2, U{{фз^{X, С, F,, D, F^, U) VEL »Аз<,(Х, С, Fi, 
D, F„ ü ) VEL 1>4о(Х. С, Fl, D, V2, V)) ^ (С/ ^ Т ^ 1//з4Х, Л, U,, В, Uj, С, F,, D, 
У2Ш-
(vi) ^42(X, Л, и , , в , L/2, Т) = <Р1,{Х, А , и„ В, 1/2)& г[«/',з(Т)& V P ( ( Ê ( P ) & 
&Тй Р)^ Щ{Р)) & VC, F„ D, V2, и({ф,^{Х, С, F„ D, F^, U) VEL ^ 4 ^ , C, Fj, 
D, K2, m VEL l^4l(X, C, Fl, Д V2, V)) -> (L' g T^ Фъь{Х, A, L/,, B, U2, C, V^, D, 
У2Ш. ' 
(vii) 1//4з(Х, л , L'i, В, Uj, Г) = ./̂ 37(Х, Л, l / i . В, U2, Т) VEL ф^Х, А, U„ В, U2, 
T) VEL i/̂ 38(X, В, U2, A, Ui, T) VEL |Аз,(Х, A, Ui, B, U2, T) VEL фзд{Х, В, t / j , Л. 
U„ T) VEL ... VEL ф^2(Х, A, U„ B, U2, T) VEL ф^2{Х, В, U2, A, U„ T) WEl{cpl,{X, 
A, U\, B,U2)&.A== B& t/, = Ü2 & <Мо(Т)). 
10.7. Lemma. Let Л be a large but not strictly large type. Then |/'4з(Х, Л, U^, В, 
и2, T) in £C^ iff there are an Fe Ai and an equation [a, b) such that var(a) = 
= var(b), X = Z(F*), (Л, l/i) is the fine F-code of a in i?^, (B, L'2) is the fine 
F-code of b in Ы,\ and T = Cn(a, b). 
Proof. It is a formalization of Section 9. 
Definition, (i) ф^^{Х, A, U^, B, U2, T) = (р1з{Х, A, L\) & (р1з{Х, В, U2) & 
& 1(PI-,(X, A , L7I, B , [/2)& П>?1з(7')& VC, Fl, D, Vj, и{ф^з{Х, С, V\, D, V2, U) -^ 
-*{U йТ^ фз,{Х, A, l/i, B, Ü2, C, Fl, D, F2))). 
(ii) iA45(X, A, U„ B, U2, T) ^ ф^з{Х, A, l/i, B, U2, T) VEL ф^^{Х, A, U„ B, U2, T). 
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10.8. Lemma. Let A be a large but not strictly large type. Then ф^^^Х, A, U\, 
B, и2-, T) in i^j iff there are an F e A^ and an equation (a, b) such that X ~ 
= Z(F*), (Л, иi) is the fine F-code of a in ^^, (ß, U2) is the fine F-code of b in i f j 
and T = Cn(a, b). 
Definition, (i) il/^-ei^) - ЗУ, A, U^, B, U2 Ф45{У. A, U^, Б, l/^, X). 
(ii) ф4,{Х,, Z^, 7, Au В,, Л „ Б2, Д T) ^ 1^35(^1, Х2, Y) & срЦХ^, Z^, Y, А„ 
В,, D) & (Р1^{Х,, Х2. 7, ^2 , 02, D) & VC, F„ £, F„ C/(iA45(-Sri, С, F^, E, F^, C/) -^ 
-> (L/ ^ T.-> (/)^9(Xi, X2, y, ^ 1 , ß i , Л2, B2, Д С, F,, £, V2))). 
(iii) iA48(^) = ЗХ1, X2, У, Л I, В„ Л „ В2, D i//47(Xi, Z^, У, /il, ß i , Л2, Во, ö , X). 
10.9. Lemma. Lt̂ r А be а large but not strictly large type. Then: 
(i) ф4в{Х) in S£^ iff X is one-based. 
(ii) i//47(Zi, X2, y, ^ 1 , ^ 1 , ^2 , ^2, ^ , '^) ï'̂  •= ĵ Ш there are two different symbols 
F,Ge A и a variable x, an integer n ^ 1 and equations (a^, b j , ..., (a„, b„) SWC/Î 
r/ia^ X, = Z(F*), Z2 = Z(G*), У = Z((GFx)*), (Л^, В,, D) is a fine (F, G, GF, x)-
coJe of a^ ..., û„, (^2, ^2, ̂ ) ^̂  ^ ^ "^ (^, ^5 ̂ ^5 x)-code of b^, ..., b„ anJ T = 
= Cn((ai ,bi) , ..., («,nb,)). 
(iii) i/^48(Z) /n =^j /JO^Z is finitely based. 
10.10. Lemma. L f̂ A be large but not strictly large and let h be an automorphism 
of £e^. Then h = Qcj for some {cj) e H^. 
Proof. By 2.8, a restriction of h is an automorphism of the lattice of EDZ~theories 
of type A. Hence by Theorem 7.7 of [2] there exists a pair {c,f)E Gj such that 
h{Z{A)) = Z{P,JA)) for all Ae^^. 
If A is not unary then H^^ = G^; if A is unary then F/j can be identified with the 
subgroup of Gj formed by the pairs (d, g) such that d == 1. We shall now prove 
(c,f)eH^. Suppose, on the contrary, that A is unary and с =-- 2. There are two 
different symbols F, G e A. We have i/̂ 3 5(Z(F*), Z(G*), Z((GFx)*)) and so 
iA35(/<Z(F*)),/î(Z(G*)),/i(Z((GFx)'=0))' i-e- 1Аз5(^(Я*), Z(X*), Z((HXx)*)) for some 
H, К e A, a contradiction. 
Now evidently h(Z(A)) = Q^j-(Z(A)) for all A e ^^. Using the formula ф^^ 
we see that /7(Г) = Q^j{T) for every one-based equational theory T. Since every 
element of ^^ is the join of one-based equational theories, we get h = Qcj-
Let zl be a large but not strictly large type and let (a^ b^) , . . . . (a„, b„) be a non­
empty finite sequence of equations of t5фe A. Then we define a formula <9j,(a,,bi),... 
. ,дв^ ,̂̂ )(Z) as follows. Let us fix a symbol F s A^ For every / e {1, ..., n\ denote by 
(af, uX) the fine F-code of a-, and by (bf, t;f) the fine F-code of b-^. Put {t^ ..., 4̂,,) = 
^ («1, Uy, b^ v^ ..., a„, w„, b„, î7„). For every / e {1, ..., 4n}, the term t-, can be uni-
quely expressed in the form t-, = F,^^.... F^ i j^ where v̂  e F u zio and F,•д, ..., F^^, e 
e Ay. In Section 7 of [2] we have introduced the formula l^t^,...,t,n- ^̂ ^̂  
^J,faiA).-..,(an,&n)(^) ^ 3Pi ,P2, 6 , Z l , . . . ,Z4„, У ,̂ ..,, У4„, г^д , ..., Zĵ fĉ , . . . 
..., 24„д, ..., Z4„,,̂ ,̂ , Fl, ..., Т„{ф^^{Ри Pi, Ô ) & < , . - . , Л Л . ^2, Ô , ^ l , - . . ,^4«, 
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7„ ..., 7^^, 2 , д , ..., Z , , , , J & ^45(P„ X „ X2. X,, X4, TO & ... & i//45(^i, X4.-3, 
Z4„_2,X4„-i,X4„, T„)&X = T, V ... V T„). 
10.11. Lemma. Let A be large but not strictly large and let (^1, b^), ..., (a„, Z?,,) 
be a non-empty finite sequence of equations. Then 6^ ,̂(а ,̂ь,),...,(ап,ь„)(^) ^^ ^л 
iff X — /i(Cn((ai, bi), ..., (a„, b„)))for some automorphism h of ^à-
11. TYPES CONTAINING ONLY NULLARY SYMBOLS 
In this section we shall investigate the types A such that A ^ А^Лп this case the 
lattice J^j is isomorphic to the equivalence lattice of A, with one greatest element 
added. 
Definition, (i) ^\f^^(X) ЕЕ ^A{^pi)8LX < Л & ПЗБ(Х < Б < A)\ 
(ii) iA5o(X) = ЗЛ, Б(сОо(Л)& 1/̂ 49(5) & Л = Z л Б)&П cOi(X). 
(iii) (A5i(^, ^) -= na)i(X) & ncoi(y) & ^\f^(X) & 1/̂ 3(7) & ЗЛ(сОо(̂ ) & ^ = X л 
л У)&(шо(^) VELcOo(y)VEL3jB(B = X v У& '^^ъЩ\ 
(iv) iA52(X, y) = i/^5i(X, y) & ЗЛ, Б, Р(о)оИ) & -ß = Z V У& î soC^) & ^ = X л 
I^FSLA^YIKFSL Уи{(ф^{и) ScPuU)-^XuU)Sc W{(фз{U) & Б ^ C/) -> 
- P u U)). 
(v) 1//5з(Х) - -]со,{Х)&ф2{Х)& -l3Ai,A2,B{A^ < Л2&Л2 ^ X & 1/̂ 52(̂ 1, Б)& 
& ф^2{В. Л,) Sc 1/^52(^2, ^ ) & 'A52(i^. ^2) ) . 
(vi) iA54(^) ^ co,(Z)VEL3y(iA53(^)&^ ^ >̂ ). 
(vii) iA5s(Z) ^ ЗЛ, Б(соо(^) & oj,(B) &{X = АУЕ1Х = В VEL ПЗУ(Л < У < 
< Z ) ) ) . 
(Viii) lA5,(Z)^lA49(Al&'M^). 
(ix) l//57(X Y, A) ^ 1А5б(̂ ) & Ф5Ь{У) & X ф У& lA55(^) & П Л ^ X & П Л ^ 
^ У& ncoi(^). 
11.1. Lemma. Le^ А = ^о- '?"/Î^?Î* 
(i) i//49(^) îw <=̂ j (Й -̂̂  = (С X с ) u (D X D) u Ip^^ /or rwo non-empty disjoint 
subsets C, D of A with С ^ D = A. 
(^0 V^5o(̂ ) in ^A (^Card(zJ) ^ 2 anJ ^/lere is a set M of pairwise disjoint twö-
element subsets of A such that (w, v) e X iff either и = v or [и, v} е M. 
(iii) i^5j (X, y) in S£^ iff there are two disjoint subsets C, D of A such that X — 
- (C X C) u V ^ and У = (D X D) u V^ . 
0^) ^52(^5 ^) ï'̂  =̂ .1 iÖ̂  Card(J) ^ 2 (^nJ r/iere are two disjoint subsets C, D 
of A such that Card(C) й Card(D), X = (C x C) u \w^ and Y = {D x D) и V ^ . 
(v) il/s3{X) in ^j iffX = (C -X C) u V ^ /or some finite С ^ A. 
(vi) ï/̂ 54(X) г>1 c^j /JÖ^X is finitely based. 
(vii) i/̂ 55(X) in ^ j zj5̂ X is one-based, 
(viii) 1А5б(̂ ) //1 ^ ^ ^# Card(J) ^ 2 an J X = ((J \{c}) x (J \{c})) u V , / o r 
some ce A. 
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(ix) il/5-j{X, Y, A) in ^j iff Card(zj) ^ 3 and there are two different symbols 
с, de A such that X = {{A\ {c}) x {A \ {c})) u V^, Y = {{A \ {d}) x {A\ {J})) u 
u 1ц,^ and A = Cn(c, d). 
11.2. Lemma. Let A = AQ and let h be an automorphism of â\i. Then h = Q^j 
for some {c,f) e H^. 
Proof, if Card(zl) < 2, it is clear, since then ^^ has only the identical automorphism. 
Let Card(zl) ^ 3. For every oe A put g(o) = ((A \{o}) x (A \{o})) u 1^^, so 
that oh^ g(o) is an injective mapping of A into ^^. It follows from ll.l(viii) that 
if о 6 zl then Ь(д(оУ) = g(c(o)) for some c{o) e A; evidently, с is a permutation of A. 
Denote b y / t h e identical permutation of the empty set, so that (c, f) e H^, It is easy 
to see that h = g^,/-
Let A = AQ and let (a^, b^), ..., (a„, b„) be a finite non-empty sequence of non-
trivial equations. Then we define a formula OA,(at,bi),...,(an,br,){^) ^^ follows. Put 
(?!, . . . , t2„) = (ai, b i , , . . , a,„ b„). Ift^eV for some /, then put вА,(аиЬо,...лапм{Х) = 
= cOi(A). If ti E A for all /, put 
{ф^7{Ли A2, B,)& ... &^si{A2r,-iM2n, B,)&X = B, V ... V Б„& 6̂ 1 & 0̂ 2) where 
g^ is the conjunction of the formulas A^ = Aj {i,j Е{1, ...,2n}, ti = ti) and 0̂2 
is the conjunction of the formulas Ai ф Aj {ijle {1, ..., In], ti ф tj). 
11.3. Lemma. Let A = AQ and Card(zl) ^ 3. Let (a^, b^), ..., {a„, b„) be a finite 
non-empty sequence of non-trivial equations. Then 6)^ (̂ ,, д,̂ ) (̂ ĵ,̂ )(A )̂ in ^^ 
iff X = //(Cn((ai, b |) , ..., (a„, b,^ for some automorphism h of if^. 
12. SMALL TYPES CONTAINING A UNARY SYMBOL 
12.1. Lemma. Let A ^ AQ\J { F } for some unary symbol F. Then il/34{A, B, T) 
in 5£ A Ш there^'are two different symbols c, d e AQ and two integers n,m ^ 0 such 
that A = Z(FV), В = Z(FV) and Г - Cn(FV, F'^d). 
Definition, (i) ф,^{Х, 7, Т) = ЗА, Т„ Г^, В{ф^^{Х, А, T,)&фз,{Y, А, Т2)& 
&Y<X&B = Tv Ti&j{VU{8{U) - > ( T g U^X й U))&T2 й В]). 
(ii) ф^9(Х, У, г ) ЕЕ срЦХ) & (pl{Y) &Y<X8c ^[W(s{U) -^ {T й U ̂  X ^ U))& 
& УЛ, в, Т,(ф,4{А, В, Т,) -^ пТ,йТ)& УЛ, в, и, Т,({ф,,{А, В, Т,) & срЦА, X) & 
Sccpl(B,U)&T, й T)-^UйY)&\/A,B,T,{{ф^^(A,B,T,)&(pl{A,X)&cpl{B,Y))-^ 
~^Т,й Т)]. 
(iii) ф,Q{X) ~ ЗА, В{ф,4{А, В, X) VEL ф,^{А, В, Х) VEL ф,,{А, В, X)) VEL срЦХ) 
VEL ЗЛ, ^((^^зС^) & ^ W & ̂ [ e W & ^ ^ X & Б ^ X]) VEL соо(Х). 
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(v) ф,2(Х, Y) ^ s{Y)&W{(p\{U, Y)<->{al{U)&{3A,B. Т.АМЗ4{Л,В, T) 8C 
&A S U&(PI{A,A,)& -]A, S X)VEL3A, B, T, Ai. B,, 1\{Ф,8{^, B, T)& A ^U Si 
& cpl{A, A,)& срЦВ, В,)&ф^9{Ли B,. T,)& ПТ, йХ)))). 
12.2. Lemma. Let A = AQ и {F} where Пр = 1 and Card(zJo) ^ 2. Then: 
(i) ф5s{X^> Y, T) in ^^ iff there is a symbol с s AQ and two integers /?, m such 
that 0 ^ n < m, X = Z{F"c\ Y= Z(F'"c) and T= Cn(FV, f^c). 
(ii) ф5д{Х, у, Т) in J^j iff there is a variable x and two integers n, m such that 
0 ^ n < m, X = Z{F"x% Y = Z{F"'x) and T = Cn(F'.x, F'^x). 
(iii) ф^д(Х) in i f J iffX is one-based. 
(iv) ф^,{Х) in ^^ iffX =-- Cn(x, Fx) (where x E V). 
(v) фь2{Х^ У) i^ ^'л iff У is the EDZ-theory determined by the miliary symbols 
that are contained in any base for X. 
L e t / b e a formula and L be a variable not contained in / . Then we define a formula 
/^^^ as follows: i f / i s without quantifiers then/^^^ = / ; if f s ~l^ then/^^^ = "1^^^^^; 
if f = g&h then f^^ ~ g^"^^ & /Î^^^; similarly for VEL, ->, <~>; if / = V.Y g then 
/^^> = ЩЬ йХ-^ g^'^^): if f=3Xg then /^^> - 3X{L й X Sc ^^^>). 
Definition. ф^,{Х) ^ ЗУ, L, А{ф,2{Х, Y) Sc ф^,{Ь) & Л == L v Y Sc ф^]{А)). 
12.3. Lemma. Let A =^- AQ и {F} where Пр = 1 and Card(^o) ^ 2- T^^^en фвз{Х) 
in ^j iffX is finitely based. 
12.4. Lemma. Let A =•• A^ и {F] where Пр = 1 and Card(zlo) ^ 2. Let h be an 
automorphism of ^^. Then h = Qcj for some {c,f) e H.. 
Let A = Ao^ {F} where Пр = 1 and Card(zio) ^ 2; let (^i, «2), ..., («2.-1, «2n) 
be a finite non-empty sequence of equations; for every / G (1, ..., 2n] let a,- = F^^'^y-
where y^ eVu A^; suppose that whenever / 6 {1, ..., 2n] is odd then either k{i) ^ 
й k{i + 1), y, = y:^, or /</) = k{i + 1), y.eV, y,^^ e F, j ; , Ф j;,+ i or у^еАо, 
yi.uiEAo, yi Ф yi+i. Put 
. • . , M ^ 1 , 0 < ^ 1 , 1 -< .-. < A,,,(,))^&...&(^2„,0 К Л2„д -( ... <^2.,.(2.))^& 
ScgiScg2Scg^Scg^Scg5Scg^ScgjScg^ScggScX = B^ v ... v JB„) 
where 
ö̂ i is the conjunction of the formulas OJ^{AIQ) (i s [1, .,., 2n}, v, e F), 
6̂2 is the conjunction of the formulas ocl{Aio) (/ e {1, ..., 2n}, y-, e AQ), 
g 2, is the conjunction of the formulas Л^ о = ^j,o {ij^ ( b •••̂  2n}, y,- = y^e ZIQ), 
0̂ 4 is the conjunction of the formulas Л,-̂ о Ф ^j,o (/,7 ^ (U •••, 2«), J^/GZIQ, 
g s is the conjunction of the formulas O)Q{B) (/ e {l, ...^ 2̂}, öf2/-i = <^2i}^ 
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g^ is the conjunction of the formulas Фз4{^^21-1,421-1)^ ^21,к{2Ф Bi)(ie {I, ..., n}, 
Vli-l^^O^ УИ^^О^ У21-1 Ф Уи)^ 
gj is the conjunction of the formulas ïA58(^2r-i,fe(2/-i)^ ^2t,fc(20' ^d {^^ { '̂ ••*' ^}^ 
k{2i ~ 1) < k(2i), у21-1 = У21 e Ao), 
g^ is the conjunction of the formulas Ф 59(^21-iM2i-ib ^21,421)^ ^i) 0 ^ {̂ » ••> ^}^ 
k{2i - 1) < к{21), У2,^,=.у2,еУ1 
g g is the conjunction of the formulas B^ = A2iSccpl{B.) {i e {1, ..., n}, 3̂ 2?--1 ^ К 
3^2êeF, у21-1 Ф 3̂ 20-
12.5. Lemma. Let A — Ao ^ {F} where Пр = 1 and Card(zlo) ^ 2; to (a^, ^2)? ••• 
•••. («2Г.-1, «2«) be as above. Then в^,(аь02),...л«2м-1,а2п)(^) "̂̂  '^л Ш ^ = 
== /î(Cn((aj, Ö2), ..., (^2,î-i? ^2n)))f^^^ some automorphism h of ^^, 
Definition. (АбД^) = П^1з(Х) VEL З Л Ц ( ^ ) & ^ ^ ^) VEL пЗЛ, У ,̂ 72(ao(^)& 
& 7 i ^ ^ & X - ŷ  V У2&Х Ф У2> 
12.6. Lemma. Let A ^ AÇ^KJ { F } where Пр ~ 1. Jf AQ is empty then every 
equational theory of type A is one-based. If Card(zlo) = 1 then every equational 
theory of type A is two-based; we have il/ß4(X) in ^^ iff X is one-based. 
13. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Definition. Ф{Х) = ((//3i(^) & ЗЛ R\{A)) VEL {ф^^Х) & 1//5 & "] ЗЛ а'гЙ)) VEL (1̂ 4 & 
& (A55W) VEL ((Або№)& ~liA4& "11̂ 5 & ЗЛ, ^(a'oU)& a'o(^)&-4 Ф ^)) VEL (П1А4& 
& П1//5 & ПЭА 4(Л) ) VEL (i//64(X) & П1А4 & "liAs & 3!! A ^1{Ä)). 
13.1. Theorem. Let A be any type. Then Ф(Х) in ^^ iff X is one-based. Con­
sequently, the set of one-based equational theories of type A is definable in i f j . 
Definition. ^ (Z) ЕЕ {ф^2{Х) Sc ЗА äl{A)) VEL {ф^8{Х) Зсф^вс 
& -]ЗАа1{А))УЕ1{ф^8сф54{Х))УЕ1{-]ф^& -1ф^&{{ЗА, В{а1{А)& осЩ^ 
& Л Ф Б) ) ->>,з (^ ) ) ) . 
13.2. Theorem. Let А be any type. Then W(X) in 5£^ iff X is finitely based. 
Consequently, the set of finitely based equational theories of type A is definable 
in ^,. 
Theorems 13.1 and 13.2 follow immediately from 8.4, 10.9, 11.1, 12.2, 12.3 and 
12.6. 
13.3. Theorem. Let a type A be given. 
(i) 7/ zl Ф {oj, 02}, A Ф [F] and A Ф {F, 0} for any unary symbol F and any 
nullary symbols 0,0^,02 (o^ Ф 02), then the mapping {c,f)\-^ Q^j is an iso­
morphism of H J onto the automorphism group of ^^. 
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(ii) / / A = {o|, 02} where o^, O2 are two different miliary symbols, then ^^ 
has only the identical automorphism. 
(iii) If either A = {F} or A = {F, 0} where F is unary and 0 is nullary, then the 
automorphism group of i f j is isomorphic to the group of permutations of an 
infinite countable set. 
Proof. For (i) see 8.5, 10.10, 11.2 and 12.4. The assertions (ii) and (iii) are easy 
and they are left to the reader. 
Î3.4. Theorem. For any type A and any finite sequence (a^, bj), ..., (a,„ b„) of 
equations of type A there exists a formula 0(X) such that 0(X) in ^^ iff X = 
= /i(Cn((ai, b j ) , . . . , (of,,, b„)))for some automorphism h of 5£^. 
Proof. If A Ç |o i , 02} or zl Ç {F, 0} for some unary symbol F and some nullary 
symbols Ol, 02, 0, then the proof is not difficult and it is left to the reader. For the 
remaining types see Lemmas 8.6, 10.11, 11.3 and 12.5, where the corresponding 
formula e(X) is effectively constructed; notice that any finite sequence of equations 
is equivalent to a sequence for which the formula Q{X) is constructed in these lemmas. 
14. REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
Theorems 13.1, 13.2, 13.3 and 13.4 are the results of this treatment; Parts I and II 
are necessary, too. Let us mention briefly the idea of their proofs. First of all, it is 
necessary to find a formula defining in ^^ the et of EDZ-theories (equational theories 
with at most one block of cardinality ^ 2 ) ; see Theorem 2.8. To do this, we need 
a characterization of modular elements in the lattice ^^, since it turns out that the 
set of EDZ-theories does not differ much from the set of modular elements of 5£^\ 
such a characterization is found in Part I. Then we must study definability and 
automorphisms in the lattice of EDZ-theories, or ~ which is the sam ê — in the lattice 
of full sets of terms; this is done in Part II. If this is carried out, Propositions 3.1 
and 3.2 enable us to characterize in the lattice 5£^ equational theories generated by 
a parallel equation. Finally, we show that some special equations are determined by 
their parallel consequences, some less special equations are determined by their 
consequences that are either parallel or considered before, etc.; after finitely many 
steps all equations are exhausted. Here the case of a type consisting of a single binary 
symbol is the most difficult. 
We see that the notion of EDZ-theory is fundamental for the investigation of 
definability in the lattice of equational theories. The varieties corresponding to 
EDZ-theories were studied in [5], [6] and [7]; they were called EDZ-varieties or 
varieties of algebras with equationally definable zeros there. 
Let us formulate some open problems related to the contents of this paper. 
The formulas Ф(Х) and *F(X), defining one-based and finitely based equational 
theories in the lattice =^j, are very long. 
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Problem 1. Does there exist a short formula f[X) such that for any type A,f(^X) 
in ^ \ iff X is one-basedl 
Problem 2. Does there exist a short formula f[X) such that for any type A,f(^X) 
in S£^ iff X is finitely basedl 
The author's conjecture is that Problem 2 could have a positive solution. 
Problem 3. Let A be a large type. Is every equational theory Tof type A such that 
7'Ç £ j uniquely determined by its parallel equations and the EDZ-theory 
generated by T? 
A positive answer to Problem 3 would simplify the contents of this paper. 
In [1] we have defined a quasiordering on the set W^ of zl-terms. Put ^^ = W^j^, 
so that 5^j is a poset. 
Problem 4. Investigate definability and automorphisms in the poset ^^. 
Problem 5. Let A be an at most countable type. Is the set of recursively based 
equational theories of type A definable in ^^1 Is every recursively based equational 
theory of type A definable up to automorphisms in ^/I Does there exist a definable 
element of ^-"^ which is not a recursively based equational theoryl 
Problem 6. Is the set of equational theories Те if^ such that the corresponding 
variety of A-algebras has the amalgamation property {or some other interesting 
property) definable in 5£p. 
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